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From rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov Tue Sep 5 15:31:18 2017
From: rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov (Hyman, Rebecca A)
Date: Tue, 5 Sep 2017 19:31:18 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] looking for clarification from NC County Court Minutes
Message-ID:
<BN3PR09MB0338B8A6B754B090D0C777D0FE960@BN3PR09MB0338.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Hello!
We had a patron come in looking for some insight on some wording from a NC county
court minutes abstract. Has anyone come across this before?
My colleagues and I
have consulted some of our go-to sources and haven't been able to find
clarification. Info and questions from patron: From "Early Carteret County Court
Minutes, 1790" vol. 5, p. 18 - "William Dennis, Esq. tax gatherer, is allowed the
following persons: Daniel Barco, William Simons, John Lankister, Thomas Harris,
Edward Culley and Cornelius Ellison."
What is the meaning of "is allowed" in the above entry? From patron: Was he to
collect taxes from them, employ them to collect taxes or write off efforts to get
them to pay?
Any thoughts?

[NC_State_Seal PMS 2955]Thank you,
Rebecca Hyman
Educational Programs and Outreach Librarian, N.C. Government & Heritage Library
State Library of North Carolina
N.C. Dept. of Natural and Cultural Resources
919 807 7454
rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov <mailto:rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov>
109 E. Jones Street | 4640 Mail Service Center | Raleigh, North Carolina 276994600
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
_____________________________________________________________
Facebook<http://www.facebook.com/ncghl> Twitter<http://www.twitter.com/ncpedia>
YouTube<http://www.youtube.com/statelibrarync>
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From youngm at stls.org Tue Sep 5 15:49:22 2017
From: youngm at stls.org (Maggie Young)
Date: Tue, 05 Sep 2017 15:49:22 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] trouble accessing attachments in genealib
Message-ID: <201709051549217.SM206173@MAIL>
Hello, I am wondering if anyone else has trouble opening the attachments in
genealib?
When an attachment is added, there appears a line that says:

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...URL: http:
mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170905/d8fe9f8e/
attachment.html=""-------------- next part --------------A non-text attachment was
scrubbed...Name: image001.pngType: image/pngSize: 58641 bytesDesc: image001.pngURL:
http: mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170905/d8fe9f8e/
attachment.png=""-------------- next part --------------A non-text attachment was
scrubbed...Name: image003.pngType: image/pngSize: 18774 bytesDesc: image003.pngURL:
http: mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170905/d8fe9f8e/
attachment-0001.png=""I copy and past the URL, but can never get to the attachment.
I use outlook webmail and don't have access to my desktop outlook.
Any help or insight is appreciated!
Thanks!

Maggie Young
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Steele Memorial Library
Chemung County Library District
http://www.ccld.lib.ny.us
P: (607)733-8603
F: (607)733-9176
E: youngm at stls.org
If there exists a problem, there exists a solution.
If there is no solution, then there is no problem.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170905/
ae06b509/attachment.html>
From susanlmayerlmt at gmail.com Tue Sep 5 15:50:21 2017
From: susanlmayerlmt at gmail.com (Susan Mayer)
Date: Tue, 05 Sep 2017 19:50:21 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books available for postage

Message-ID: <CAJgo0bZjviwKyUjB5KvP3MwP=zT6UPcHi+wnvn6cPNkDOLAKBw@mail.gmail.com>
Hi,
I have 3 books available:
1. Voices from the Past: The Peterson Saga. Carolyn Stillman. ISBN
9781470166397
2. A Record of the Descendants of Capt. George Denison of Stonington,
Connecticut. John Denison Baldwin and William Clift. ISBN 0-7884-1346-5
3. In Search of a Rainbow: A History of the Ashmead Family. H DeWayne
Ashmead, Ph. D.
Susan Mayer
Specialty Info Services Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL
847-870-4428
-Susan Mayer, LMT
susanlmayerlmt at gmail.com
www.muscledynamicsmassagetherapy.com
847-738-3770
*Bringing Balance & Harmony to Body, Mind & Spirit*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170905/1ea4ad23/
attachment.html>
From rosef at post.tau.ac.il Tue Sep 5 15:57:04 2017
From: rosef at post.tau.ac.il (Rose Feldman)
Date: Tue, 05 Sep 2017 22:57:04 +0300
Subject: [Genealib] =?utf-8?q?New_records_added_to_IGRA=E2=80=99s_All_Isra?=
=?utf-8?q?el_Database?=
Message-ID: <20170905225704.Horde.dIQlJDpRoYRZrwGQnwwhwdA@webmail.tau.ac.il>
An additional 13,000 records have been added to IGRA?s All Israel
Databases. A preview is available including information about each of
the additions. Two of these databases have new data added and five are
new to our collection. We thank the participating Archives and the
many volunteers who worked to prepare these databases.
http://genealogy.org.il/2017/09/05/new-records-added-igras-israel-database/
Rose Feldman
Israel Genealogy Research Association
Winner of 2017 IAJGS Award for Volunteer of the Year
http://genealogy.org.il
http:/facebook.com/israelgenealogy
Help us index more records at http://csindexing.com
Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and
Jewish and Israeli roots in particular with

http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl
From elang at novilibrary.org Tue Sep 5 15:58:07 2017
From: elang at novilibrary.org (Betty Lang)
Date: Tue, 5 Sep 2017 15:58:07 -0400
Subject: [Genealib]
=?utf-8?q?New_records_added_to_IGRA=E2=80=99s_All_Isra?=
=?utf-8?q?el_Database?=
In-Reply-To: <20170905225704.Horde.dIQlJDpRoYRZrwGQnwwhwdA@webmail.tau.ac.il>
References: <20170905225704.Horde.dIQlJDpRoYRZrwGQnwwhwdA@webmail.tau.ac.il>
Message-ID: <CAAXgb2kH_tYOeYAC4U3HMfNUo45ipHxtLqW8E9yMvAQjmN1s8g@mail.gmail.com>
David,
FYI.
On Tue, Sep 5, 2017 at 3:57 PM, Rose Feldman <rosef at post.tau.ac.il> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

An additional 13,000 records have been added to IGRA?s All Israel
Databases. A preview is available including information about each of the
additions. Two of these databases have new data added and five are new to
our collection. We thank the participating Archives and the many volunteers
who worked to prepare these databases.
http://genealogy.org.il/2017/09/05/new-records-added-igras-i
srael-database/
Rose Feldman
Israel Genealogy Research Association
Winner of 2017 IAJGS Award for Volunteer of the Year
http://genealogy.org.il
http:/facebook.com/israelgenealogy
Help us index more records at http://csindexing.com
Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and Jewish
and Israeli roots in particular with http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-*Betty Lang*| Collections Specialist
Novi Public Library |45255 West Ten Mile Road | Novi, MI
Phone 248-869-7215| Fax 248-869-7240
www.novilibrary.org
*Inform. Inspire. Include.*
-------------- next part --------------
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An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170905/
ad8cafc5/attachment.html>
From dsmith at usf.edu Tue Sep 5 16:17:47 2017
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Tue, 5 Sep 2017 20:17:47 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] trouble accessing attachments in genealib
In-Reply-To: <201709051549217.SM206173@MAIL>
References: <201709051549217.SM206173@MAIL>
Message-ID: <27C1C2A0-5F24-49EA-A5C4-5A3CB5E430E5@usf.edu>
I strongly recommend *against* sending attachments to messages sent to GENEALIB.
Instead, just provide a link to where you might have a file.
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Maggie Young <youngm
at stls.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tuesday, September 5, 2017 at 3:49 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] trouble accessing attachments in genealib
Hello, I am wondering if anyone else has trouble opening the attachments in
genealib?
When an attachment is added, there appears a line that says:
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I copy and past the URL, but can never get to the attachment.
I use outlook webmail and don't have access to my desktop outlook.
Any help or insight is appreciated!
Thanks!
Maggie Young
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Steele Memorial Library
Chemung County Library District
http://www.ccld.lib.ny.us
P: (607)733-8603
F: (607)733-9176
E: youngm at stls.org
If there exists a problem, there exists a solution.
If there is no solution, then there is no problem.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170905/07a2a606/
attachment.html>
From kellenbergerroom at gmail.com Tue Sep 5 17:05:33 2017
From: kellenbergerroom at gmail.com (Kellenberger Room)
Date: Tue, 5 Sep 2017 17:05:33 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] looking for clarification from NC County Court
Minutes
In-Reply-To:
<BN3PR09MB0338B8A6B754B090D0C777D0FE960@BN3PR09MB0338.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BN3PR09MB0338B8A6B754B090D0C777D0FE960@BN3PR09MB0338.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <002d01d3268a$b71d9d30$2558d790$@gmail.com>
It sounds like William Dennis is being given credit for turning in the tax
for those 6 people. The sheriff had to occasionally turn over monies
collected to the County trustees and receive a receipt for those funds.

I have seen in some Court minutes that the sheriff was given credit for
delinquents not paid (and the names listed). Meaning they listed their taxes
and he was to collect a certain amount, but they never paid up. So, he is

asking that the tax list be amended to show that, so he doesn't have to turn
those funds over to the county.

Victor

--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098
Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
Web: <http://newbern.cpclib.org> http://newbern.cpclib.org
Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to
North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential
disclosure of this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this
communication are mine and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
library.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Hyman, Rebecca
A
Sent: Tuesday, September 05, 2017 3:31 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] looking for clarification from NC County Court Minutes

Hello!

We had a patron come in looking for some insight on some wording from a NC
county court minutes abstract. Has anyone come across this before?
My
colleagues and I have consulted some of our go-to sources and haven't been
able to find clarification. Info and questions from patron: From "Early
Carteret County Court Minutes, 1790" vol. 5, p. 18 - "William Dennis, Esq.
tax gatherer, is allowed the following persons: Daniel Barco, William
Simons, John Lankister, Thomas Harris, Edward Culley and Cornelius Ellison."
What is the meaning of "is allowed" in the above entry? From patron: Was he
to collect taxes from them, employ them to collect taxes or write off

efforts to get them to pay?

Any thoughts?

NC_State_Seal PMS 2955Thank you,

Rebecca Hyman
Educational Programs and Outreach Librarian, N.C. Government & Heritage
Library
State Library of North Carolina
N.C. Dept. of Natural and Cultural Resources
919 807 7454
<mailto:rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov> rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov
109 E. Jones Street
27699-4600

|

4640 Mail Service Center

|

Raleigh, North Carolina

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
_____________________________________________________________

<http://www.facebook.com/ncghl> Facebook
<http://www.twitter.com/ncpedia>
Twitter
<http://www.youtube.com/statelibrarync> YouTube
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From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Wed Sep 6 09:42:26 2017
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Wed, 6 Sep 2017 13:42:26 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Deadline extended! RHSP preservation assessments and
workshops in Appalachia
In-Reply-To:
<1128788239714.1123159534168.1435869173.0.611610JL.1002@scheduler.constantcontact.c
om>
References:
<1128788239714.1123159534168.1435869173.0.611610JL.1002@scheduler.constantcontact.c
om>
Message-ID:
<MWHPR09MB1405C2A188930CD6113C809CD8970@MWHPR09MB1405.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Please excuse cross-posting.
The in-person workshops in Charleston are being held at the West Virginia Archives
and History Library in the Culture Center. You may attend either workshop for $30
or both for $50. Please contact CCAHA for information and registration.
These programs are intended as beginner level assessment and planning skills
workshops for smaller libraries with archival collections, museums of all types,
historical societies and other organizations with collections, etc. If your
organization has never surveyed your collections for preservation needs or never
conducted a risk management study and made an emergency plan, you will find these
sessions to be invaluable.
In a separate grant opportunity, you may also apply for a free needs assessment of
your institution using the linked application. Lastly, a free webinar focusing on
promoting collections care is offered.
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
Archives and History Library
WV Div. of Culture and History
Culture Center, Bldg. 9
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
304-558-0230, ext. 742
From: Conservation Center for Art & Historic Artifacts [mailto:pso at ccaha.org]
Sent: Tuesday, September 5, 2017 4:10 PM
To: Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>
Subject: Deadline extended! RHSP preservation assessments and workshops in
Appalachia
Preservation needs assessments, in-person programs, and webinars
[http://r20.rs6.net/on.jsp?ca=ff1e8e6d-0d2d-4dae-a04d-

60b44dde5ce8&a=1123159534168&c=03d20040-39a9-11e7-b57b-d4ae526edc76&ch=03fc92b039a9-11e7-b57b-d4ae526edc76]

[http://files.constantcontact.com/85a66818501/eaa41343-405e-49b5-a78b877f719bd39e.jpg]

serving Appalachian regions of Kentucky, Ohio, and West Virginia

[https://imgssl.constantcontact.com/galileo/images/templates/Galileo-TemplateImages/BlueAnnouncement/CustomDivider.png]

Deadline extended - preservation needs assessments!

Need more time? We're accepting applications for this FREE preservation needs
assessment opportunity until Friday, September 29th. Please email dfeige at
ccaha.org<mailto:dfeige at ccaha.org> with questions.

Preservation Needs Assessment Grant Opportunity
We are seeking applicants for our RHSP Preservation Needs Assessment Program.
Through funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH), CCAHA is able
to offer a limited number of completely free preservation needs assessments (valued
at over $5,500).

A preservation needs assessment is a key first step in the process of caring for
collections. In addition to pinpointing areas of concern, the preservation needs
assessment is widely recognized as a valuable tool in fundraising. Many funders
strongly recommend that potential applicants cite the findings of these assessments
within their grant applications for conservation and preservation projects.
Applications are due Friday, September 29th.
Click here for more information, and to download the
application.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TFs0mekxn7MTy9PbckvlMbiyqlcHbD7DhgpyqSMRc3_yZf_i-iDEWZ17mqLmFKz42caHof8S8mcxLidAuGLURg3esa9kfFY5j628YKAZQMLEbYiIkIrLTvGickpZiDBfCBbiC4lu21mgKk3jDrfXHiGQJMtaxZBqshVOJ
f4I1rbcxeeCgL8A==&c=bA6wKomyeQaEd5RoLJ2NworCLHwdPRkjGAkhAO4XhCI_2d8Th7Vd5w==&ch=bdz
jHNf2LsFToQ5hO0Ti2VtJh2yN_mgW7A2MrDshS4lujc5j0lPe0Q==>

Register now! In-person workshops in Ohio and West Virginia.

[http://files.constantcontact.com/85a66818501/707dee6f-fca9-4409-b6c4e12c0a88c1b0.jpg]
Essential Policies and Procedures for Cultural Collections
An institution?s collections care and business practices are defined by its written
policies and procedures. Institutional memory is often lost through staff changes,
but best practices are encoded in these important documents.
This workshop will provide an overview of policy and planning documents that are
essential for collections care, such as environmental policies, housekeeping
guidelines, and maintenance policies.
Participants will learn the critical components of these documents and will receive
tangible examples of how to adapt them to different institutions. Policy
development, approval, and implementation responsibilities of staff, volunteer, and
board will be discussed.
?
Tuesday, October 10th at the Dennison Railroad Depot
Museum<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TFs0mekxn7MTy9PbckvlMbiyqlcHbD7DhgpyqSMRc3_yZf_i-iDETGXX09CDjgFZHezkSb4Z-c57exFUxBQ4FHywl7BUC0HKHzlLWksY_besXKdkzrGA2tN3dbWrcijDh1KHifX33jEcdM4jXR4A==&c=bA6wKomyeQaEd5RoLJ2NworCLHwdPRkjGAkhAO4XhCI_2d
8Th7Vd5w==&ch=bdzjHNf2LsFToQ5hO0Ti2VtJh2yN_mgW7A2MrDshS4lujc5j0lPe0Q==>, Dennison,
OH
?
Friday, October 13th at the Culture Center<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TFs0mekxn7MTy9PbckvlMbiyqlcHbD7Dhgpyq-SMRc3_yZf_i-iDETGXX09CDjgFCZeY1rZzDpAnsOheVXX1heMu01WneoniAq25lzO1lRL6tBnk2UNwpz48kWUtjZwz6YcY736HkIYS7FzGRg6zAI1SRSVwiB
VCUu15oB9BjLYiNWtKH8Mkg==&c=bA6wKomyeQaEd5RoLJ2NworCLHwdPRkjGAkhAO4XhCI_2d8Th7Vd5w=
=&ch=bdzjHNf2LsFToQ5hO0Ti2VtJh2yN_mgW7A2MrDshS4lujc5j0lPe0Q==>, Charleston, WV

[http://files.constantcontact.com/85a66818501/e8d76c1c-b02e-4b3e-b25b74da549ca440.jpg]
Risk Assessment for Cultural Institutions
In order to develop an emergency preparedness and response plan, an institution
must understand the risks its collections face. A risk assessment identifies
potential risks and outlines strategies to mitigate damage in the event of an
emergency or disaster.
This workshop will offer tips for conducting these assessments on a site-wide level
and for specific collections, as well as case studies of institutions that have
dealt with disasters, and advice on forming relationships with first responders and
other outside contacts who can help conduct risk assessments.
?
Wednesday, October 11th at the Dennison Railroad Depot
Museum<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TFs0mekxn7MTy9PbckvlMbiyqlcHbD7DhgpyqSMRc3_yZf_i-iDETGXX09CDjgFZHezkSb4Z-c57exFUxBQ4FHywl7BUC0HKHzlLWksY_besXKdkzrGA2tN3dbWrcijDh1KHifX33jEcdM4jXR4A==&c=bA6wKomyeQaEd5RoLJ2NworCLHwdPRkjGAkhAO4XhCI_2d
8Th7Vd5w==&ch=bdzjHNf2LsFToQ5hO0Ti2VtJh2yN_mgW7A2MrDshS4lujc5j0lPe0Q==>, Dennison,
OH
?
Saturday, October 14th at the Culture Center<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TFs0mekxn7MTy9PbckvlMbiyqlcHbD7Dhgpyq-SMRc3_yZf_i-iDETGXX09CDjgFCZeY1rZzDpAnsOheVXX1heMu01WneoniAq25lzO1lRL6tBnk2UNwpz48kWUtjZwz6YcY736HkIYS7FzGRg6zAI1SRSVwiB
VCUu15oB9BjLYiNWtKH8Mkg==&c=bA6wKomyeQaEd5RoLJ2NworCLHwdPRkjGAkhAO4XhCI_2d8Th7Vd5w=
=&ch=bdzjHNf2LsFToQ5hO0Ti2VtJh2yN_mgW7A2MrDshS4lujc5j0lPe0Q==>, Charleston, WV

Speaker: Dyani Feige, Director of Preservation Services, Conservation Center for
Art & Historic Artifacts
Fees: $30 per day, or $50 for both workshops
Click here to register for the Ohio programs<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TFs0mekxn7MTy9PbckvlMbiyqlcHbD7Dhgpyq-SMRc3_yZf_iiDEWMebrJhRsjk4UUVqPqtSfbmkPm8P0pWbP01Zkq24PCw1UAbIzxI_4VZOZkl3rfD2g940l6vOFl5GVwUA4pQgvz4VOLh97uAVm2LV8TDsOZs1qH2MKCpmZZM7tORqcPwov4_AR0ELXoz9Ild86puxbWw5IYoM4AAYFwa6rtII39NQ
VjMUUZd_XyWvcFJkPQ==&c=bA6wKomyeQaEd5RoLJ2NworCLHwdPRkjGAkhAO4XhCI_2d8Th7Vd5w==&ch=bdzjHNf2LsFToQ
5hO0Ti2VtJh2yN_mgW7A2MrDshS4lujc5j0lPe0Q==>.
Click here to register for the West Virginia programs.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TFs0mekxn7MTy9PbckvlMbiyqlcHbD7Dhgpyq-SMRc3_yZf_iiDEWMebrJhRsjkjLFnOEHJHsVUaesH3IsElZvk9cRzlQ7VEYm_kxhXG2KCRFqlgBAk0OTaH0Nj3GvgNrPj5U_mxYC8QKxv5MnFUA5kv7ewoxIq79t5k
6G4c05SVc2T6L8a_6wLt5P0hYZ4MC72OtEFSV0SiTXHuwP6Pdx9i8BbRP7a5DnKL9FK2FIotBgTYEx2A==&
c=bA6wKomyeQaEd5RoLJ2NworCLHwdPRkjGAkhAO4XhCI_2d8Th7Vd5w==&ch=bdzjHNf2LsFToQ5hO0Ti2
VtJh2yN_mgW7A2MrDshS4lujc5j0lPe0Q==>

Free Webinars

[http://files.constantcontact.com/85a66818501/aad521da-4501-4df0-a02b7137a9d41a19.jpg]
Click here to register for this upcoming webinar!<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TFs0mekxn7MTy9PbckvlMbiyqlcHbD7Dhgpyq-SMRc3_yZf_iiDEeDQkNTmFzdzdebPLxAUgrH_OlWxftIL67lwtU8QHmPwPz0KplKHi07ipsthhPBwKxmpZn41Su0FuBigo
fzEN9hxNo08T16y_tEe281Z0vqLrGmqHt101hTwa1OwtqoBhgPQdxI9iirhVzMLy5FAIY=&c=bA6wKomyeQaEd5RoLJ2NworC
LHwdPRkjGAkhAO4XhCI_2d8Th7Vd5w==&ch=bdzjHNf2LsFToQ5hO0Ti2VtJh2yN_mgW7A2MrDshS4lujc5
j0lPe0Q==>

Spreading the Word: Advocating for Collections Care?
Date & Time: Thursday, September 21, 2017 at 2:00pm EST
Build institutional support through marketing and promotion?and center your message
on your collections. This webinar will look at fresh strategies to build audiences,
promote collections, and connect with new audiences, with additional discussion of
how to leverage your stories for fundraising.

?<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TFs0mekxn7MTy9PbckvlMbiyqlcHbD7Dhgpyq-SMRc3_yZf_iiDEeDQkNTmFzdzcTN7wu-lmH9BNjcmUxhEG4CnAIua1B1kwRllb4oZ3v4VcrCscAJrjE0hNU7bjjytdug9dSLd7Ih2ngVSt5SSufjgCLM3hOZdqtu0oQj7ugSkk
4_jCI-yr1EfYM_AUlEddRmuJKUEM=&c=bA6wKomyeQaEd5RoLJ2NworCLHwdPRkjGAkhAO4XhCI_2d8Th7Vd5w==&
ch=bdzjHNf2LsFToQ5hO0Ti2VtJh2yN_mgW7A2MrDshS4lujc5j0lPe0Q==>Click
here<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TFs0mekxn7MTy9PbckvlMbiyqlcHbD7DhgpyqSMRc3_yZf_i-iDEeDQkNTmFzdzcTN7wu-lmH9BNjcmUxhEG4CnAIua1B1kwRllb4oZ3v4VcrCscAJrjE0hNU7bjjytdug9dSLd7Ih2ngVSt5SSufjgCLM3hOZdqtu0oQj7ugSkk
4_jCI-yr1EfYM_AUlEddRmuJKUEM=&c=bA6wKomyeQaEd5RoLJ2NworCLHwdPRkjGAkhAO4XhCI_2d8Th7Vd5w==&
ch=bdzjHNf2LsFToQ5hO0Ti2VtJh2yN_mgW7A2MrDshS4lujc5j0lPe0Q==> for recordings of past
webinars.

[https://imgssl.constantcontact.com/galileo/images/templates/Galileo-TemplateImages/BlueAnnouncement/CustomDivider.png]

Funding for this program was generously provided by the National Endowment for the
Humanities.

About CCAHA
The Conservation Center for Art & Historic Artifacts (CCAHA) is a nonprofit
conservation facility specializing in the treatment of works on paper, photographs,
and books through conservation and state-of-the-art digital imaging services.
Founded in 1977, CCAHA serves nonprofit cultural institutions, private individuals,
and other collecting organizations. CCAHA's preservation services staff present
educational programs, conduct preservation assessments, and develop emergency
preparedness plans. CCAHA also offers fellowships, fundraising support, and
disaster assistance.

[Facebook] <http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TFs0mekxn7MTy9PbckvlMbiyqlcHbD7DhgpyqSMRc3_yZf_i-iDEURB-eHh7dzMa4ytNiInWUjJQ4IaphaQeL3dfvHolCQczma1gfjdbXe5y78NrjqgSg7ranLxyLv65BsXd5meyaxysjYKUSqD4ZFaC0U6jun&c=bA6wKomye
QaEd5RoLJ2NworCLHwdPRkjGAkhAO4XhCI_2d8Th7Vd5w==&ch=bdzjHNf2LsFToQ5hO0Ti2VtJh2yN_mgW
7A2MrDshS4lujc5j0lPe0Q==> [Twitter]
<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TFs0mekxn7MTy9PbckvlMbiyqlcHbD7Dhgpyq-SMRc3_yZf_i-iDEep_9fmShQ9kKD8_Z40nRJh3Nm3UYZZyGY6fxSmWprg2IVk4NA-o4gO7WhfFXZhJtimbwpH8mKRTMIe92suBhGiabA8G36F9XPaY7r4ev&c=bA6wKomyeQaEd5RoLJ2NworCLHwdPRkjGAkhAO4XhCI_2d8Th7Vd5w==&ch=b
dzjHNf2LsFToQ5hO0Ti2VtJh2yN_mgW7A2MrDshS4lujc5j0lPe0Q==> [YouTube]

Conservation Center for Art & Historic Artifacts | 264 S. 23rd St., Philadelphia,
PA 19103
Unsubscribe susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?
p=un&m=001_mXBcT5x3SaB5i9ZMLxIJw%3D&ch=03fc92b0-39a9-11e7-b57bd4ae526edc76&ca=ff1e8e6d-0d2d-4dae-a04d-60b44dde5ce8>
Update Profile<https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?
p=oo&m=001_mXBcT5x3SaB5i9ZMLxIJw%3D&ch=03fc92b0-39a9-11e7-b57bd4ae526edc76&ca=ff1e8e6d-0d2d-4dae-a04d-60b44dde5ce8> | About our service
provider<http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-serviceprovider>
Sent by pso at ccaha.org<mailto:pso at ccaha.org> in collaboration with
[Trusted Email from Constant Contact - Try it FREE
today.]<http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge>
Try it free today<http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=nge>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170906/5458b8c3/
attachment.html>
From susanlmayerlmt at gmail.com Wed Sep 6 10:43:13 2017
From: susanlmayerlmt at gmail.com (Susan Mayer)
Date: Wed, 06 Sep 2017 14:43:13 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] books for postage
Message-ID: <CAJgo0bbNrTGPOK=rbCQUsn=e4-Q3+QUahRUXi44YSxCqcj6nLw@mail.gmail.com>
The books offered yesterday have fiund a home!
Thanks for your interest.
Susan Mayer
-Susan Mayer, LMT
susanlmayerlmt at gmail.com
www.muscledynamicsmassagetherapy.com
847-738-3770
*Bringing Balance & Harmony to Body, Mind & Spirit*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170906/63a1e9f2/
attachment.html>

From tneel at ogs.org Wed Sep 6 16:52:47 2017
From: tneel at ogs.org (Tom Neel)
Date: Wed, 6 Sep 2017 16:52:47 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] OGS Genealogy Librarians' Seminar
Message-ID: <000301d32752$1a160a90$4e421fb0$@ogs.org>
The 14th Annual OGS Genealogy Librarians' Seminar will be held on Friday,
October 13, 2017, at the Ohio Genealogical Society, 611 State Route 97 W,
Bellville OH 44813, start time 9:30 AM. The theme: The Changing Face of
Genealogical Research. This is an educational gathering for professionals
who work in the genealogical and local history field in Ohio's libraries.
Fee is $15 or $25 with lunch. The classes are: 9:45 OGS's Venture into
Digitization: Projects we have Tried as Beginners, by Tom Neel, OGS Library
Director - 11:00 Appraising and Processing Manuscripts: When Your Library is
Given that Pile of Stuff, by Connie Conner, Government Records Archivist,
Ohio History Connection - 1:00 Oral History Projects for your Library: What
to Do, What to Ask, and Why do it, by Deborah Abbott PhD, OGS Trustee - 2:15
Problems in the Library World, Open Discussion - 2:30 The Younger the
Better: Getting the Next Generation Involved in Local History & Genealogy,
by Bvenitta Williams, Chair, OGS GenLib Seminar Committee. Register postal
mail or via the web site - https://www.ogs.org/events/2017genlibseminar.php
We always have fun!

Tom Neel, Library Director
Samuel D. Isaly Library
Ohio Genealogical Society
611 SR 97 W
Bellville OH 44813-8813
419-886-1903
www.ogs.org
Membership $40 (OGS Quarterly, Ohio Genealogy News, Online Member Databases)

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170906/02eeec10/
attachment.html>
From reservationfor5 at gmail.com Fri Sep 8 10:59:00 2017
From: reservationfor5 at gmail.com (Nicole Wedemeyer Miller)
Date: Fri, 8 Sep 2017 09:59:00 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free Webinar on Serving Genealogists
Message-ID: <CADjOuyDt=uaJsnBFZKCA_zXYBdQ48qghpThVhRbTrOB6omi_JQ@mail.gmail.com>
Good Morning Colleagues,
I wanted to let you know that I will be presenting a free webinar on

September 21 at 1:00 pm CST called "Thinking Outside the Collection Box:
How to Serve Genealogists Now."
Description: Genealogy is the second most popular hobby in the U.S. In this
webinar you will learn ideas for working with genealogists, even if you
don't have a dedicated genealogy/local history collection at your library.
Nicole Wedemeyer Miller, co-author of *Fostering Family History Services: A
Guide for Librarians, Archivists and Volunteers*, will give you low and
no-cost ideas for reference and programming that can be implemented quickly.
This webinar is sponsored by Infopeople and Niche Academy. If you cannot
attend the presentation, it will be archived and available for later
viewing.
The sign up is here:

http://www.nicheacademy.com/serve-genealogists-now

Regards,
Nicole Wedemeyer Miller,
Adjunct Lecturer at the University of Illinois iSchool
-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of Libraries Unlimited's
bestselling *Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians,
Archivists, and Volunteers.*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170908/
a5551f70/attachment-0001.html>
From nwagner at wilmettelibrary.info Fri Sep 8 11:13:14 2017
From: nwagner at wilmettelibrary.info (Nancy Wagner)
Date: Fri, 8 Sep 2017 15:13:14 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Free Webinar on Serving Genealogists
In-Reply-To: <CADjOuyDt=uaJsnBFZKCA_zXYBdQ48qghpThVhRbTrOB6omi_JQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADjOuyDt=uaJsnBFZKCA_zXYBdQ48qghpThVhRbTrOB6omi_JQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <C4EFF2CB5CF8974985D198FA2558B81895312F8E@wmplsrv05.wmpl.local>
Will this seminar be available after the presentation date for viewing?
Thank you,
Nancy
Nancy Wagner
Wilmette Public Library
1242 Wilmette Ave.
Wilmette, IL 60091
847 256-6935
Opinions expressed are my own and do not necessarily reflect those of the Library.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Nicole Wedemeyer Miller [reservationfor5 at
gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, September 08, 2017 9:59 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Free Webinar on Serving Genealogists

Good Morning Colleagues,
I wanted to let you know that I will be presenting a free webinar on September 21
at 1:00 pm CST called "Thinking Outside the Collection Box: How to Serve
Genealogists Now."
Description: Genealogy is the second most popular hobby in the U.S. In this webinar
you will learn ideas for working with genealogists, even if you don't have a
dedicated genealogy/local history collection at your library. Nicole Wedemeyer
Miller, co-author of Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians,
Archivists and Volunteers, will give you low and no-cost ideas for reference and
programming that can be implemented quickly.
This webinar is sponsored by Infopeople and Niche Academy. If you cannot attend
the presentation, it will be archived and available for later viewing.
The sign up is here:

http://www.nicheacademy.com/serve-genealogists-now

Regards,
Nicole Wedemeyer Miller,
Adjunct Lecturer at the University of Illinois iSchool
-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of Libraries Unlimited's bestselling
Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and
Volunteers.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170908/8509209c/
attachment.html>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Tue Sep 12 13:44:22 2017
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Tue, 12 Sep 2017 13:44:22 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade--DC, DE, GA,
IL, IN, KY, MD, NC, NY, OH, OR, PA, SC, TN
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu9eUB56RR=Ym3TuHmC+PRJyRQD7QO9aUMF8GeZBWEnEDQ@mail.gmail.com>
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to
trade. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov . Be sure to include your
mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label.
There's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope
everyone will be able to open it.
If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030
Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will include a ?packing list? of your requests in your shipment with a

check mark indicating that the book is included in the shipment, or an N/A
meaning that the item is Not Available because someone else?s request was
received before yours.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170912/
c0b4ecdd/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2017 Aug Sep Bks to Trade.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 56854 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170912/
c0b4ecdd/attachment.pdf>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2017 Aug Sep Bks to Trade.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 16245 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170912/
c0b4ecdd/attachment.xlsx>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Tue Sep 12 16:28:27 2017
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Tue, 12 Sep 2017 20:28:27 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Explore RELIC (September 2017)
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD110132D32E32@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
EXPLORE RELIC
September 2017 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local
History (RELIC)
Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history is our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
http://www.pwcgov.org/relic (Click on programs.)
GENEALOGY 101: GETTING STARTED
?Discovering your family's history is both fun and rewarding. RELIC's Tish Como
will demonstrate the essential first steps to take, and resources to use ? most of
which are available for free through the library ? to ensure that your research is
accurate, complete and well-documented.
Tuesday, September 19, 2017, 11:00 a.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=39283&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=9/1/2017&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=ALL&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMod
e=&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>
THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR IN PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY*
John R. Maass will examine Prince William County?s colonial and Revolutionary War

era history, including the military operations in the western part of the county.
Dr. Maass is a historian at the U.S. Army Center of Military History, Fort McNair,
Washington, D.C. His most recent books are The Road to
Yorktown<http://bit.ly/2viOGnw> and George Washington's
Virginia<http://bit.ly/2tfqEZ6>. Copies will be available for sale after his
presentation.
Tuesday, September 26, 2017, 7:00 p.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=39284&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=9/1/2017&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=2&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMode=
&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>
BRING OLD PHOTOGRAPHS BACK TO LIFE
health emergency.]

[This program has been cancelled due to a

=========================
RELIC INSIDER
Prince William County court minute book 1769-1771 was among books which disappeared
from the county clerk?s office during the Civil War. A descendant of the Union
soldier who took it as a souvenir returned it to the county clerk in 1984. Since
then it has been locked up and rarely seen. We understand it has not yet been
microfilmed. In 1985 the late June Whitehurst Johnson published selective
abstracts from the book concerning probate matters.
Now RELIC volunteer Bill Hunter has completed a verbatim transcript of the book and
has donated a bound copy to RELIC?s collection. Court Record Book: Prince William
County Virginia 1769-1771 is now available on RELIC?s new book shelf. Bill has
also given us permission to post the text online at RELIC?s Digital Library. We?ll
try to get it posted there as soon as possible.
Don Wilson
=============
NEXT MONTH
=================
RESISTANCE AND PERSISTENCE: ENSLAVED WOMEN IN PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY*
In October, we acknowledge the contributions of women in Virginia history.
Historian Sheri Huerta will examine the seldom-recognized contributions of enslaved
African American women to Virginia?s history. Even though opportunities to wield
power were limited, some women took extraordinary measures to challenge the rights
of slave owners and change their conditions of enslavement. Enslaved women ran
away, sued for their freedom, and resisted enslavement in a variety of ways, even
though they risked terrible punishments. This presentation highlights the
courageous actions of enslaved women in Prince William County that emboldened
future generations of women. Sheri Huerta holds a doctorate in history from George
Mason University specializing in the antebellum South, slavery, legal history and
social culture.
Tuesday, October 17, 7:00 p.m.<http://bit.ly/2tfh6gU>
WHAT YOUR CHROMOSOMES CAN TELL YOU ABOUT YOUR FAMILY*
?
Shannon Combs-Bennett is a professional genealogist with a degree in
genetics. She will explain the most common test for DNA, which analyzes your 22
autosomal chromosomes along with the X-chromosome. This information can be very

helpful in locating cousins, determining ethnic heritage and finding female
ancestors hiding in your tree. That is, if you know how to look. Shannon will use a
sample case study to demonstrate test results and their meaning.
Thursday, October 19, 11:00 a.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=39286&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=10/1/2017&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=2&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMode
=&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>
GENEALOGY 201: BEYOND THE BASICS
?Genealogy Librarian Tish Como will discuss effective research strategies and
demonstrate advanced techniques for successfully searching and evaluating free
online genealogy / history resources. See how information found in census,
newspapers, passenger lists, maps, books and manuscripts can add detail and
interest to your family history.
Tuesday, October 24, 7:00 p.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=39288&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=10/1/2017&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=2&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMode
=&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>
============
To read the latest lists of new materials available please click on What's New in
RELIC http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-news.aspx
Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from
60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540
or mailto: relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.
You may also register online at RELIC Programs
http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-programs.aspx
by clicking on the program date. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Bull Run Library.* To be notified of upcoming library programs
and activities, you may sign up for the programs and activities, you may sign up
for the PWPLS newsletter.
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From youngm at stls.org Wed Sep 13 10:19:27 2017
From: youngm at stls.org (Maggie Young)
Date: Wed, 13 Sep 2017 10:19:27 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade--DC, DE,
GA, IL, IN, KY, MD, NC, NY, OH, OR, PA, SC, TN
Message-ID: <201709131019918.SM237519@MAIL>
I'm wondering if anyone has any insight on how to open the scrubbed attachments
from the email? I copy and paste the URL but get only a link to the genealib page.
I wonder if it's a problem with my email, or if anyone else has trouble?
Maggie Young
Genealogy and Local History Librarian

Steele Memorial Library
Chemung County Library District
http://www.ccld.lib.ny.us
P: (607)733-8603
F: (607)733-9176
E: youngm at stls.org
If there exists a problem, there exists a solution.
If there is no solution, then there is no problem.

---- Original Message ---From: genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: 9/12/2017 4:29:04 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 168, Issue 4
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the items
you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that of the single
message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other messages or change the
subject line may result in your message being rejected.
Today's Topics:
1. Re: Free Webinar on Serving Genealogists (Nancy Wagner)
2. Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade--DC, DE, GA, IL,
IN, KY, MD, NC, NY, OH, OR, PA, SC, TN (Elaine McRey)
3. Explore RELIC (September 2017) (Wilson, Donald L)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Fri, 8 Sep 2017 15:13:14 +0000
From: Nancy Wagner <nwagner at wilmettelibrary.info>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: "reservationfor5 at gmail.com" <reservationfor5 at gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Free Webinar on Serving Genealogists
Message-ID:
<C4EFF2CB5CF8974985D198FA2558B81895312F8E at wmplsrv05.wmpl.local>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Will this seminar be available after the presentation date for viewing?
Thank you,
Nancy
Nancy Wagner
Wilmette Public Library
1242 Wilmette Ave.
Wilmette, IL 60091
847 256-6935
Opinions expressed are my own and do not necessarily reflect those of the Library.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Nicole Wedemeyer Miller [reservationfor5 at
gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, September 08, 2017 9:59 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Free Webinar on Serving Genealogists
Good Morning Colleagues,
I wanted to let you know that I will be presenting a free webinar on September 21
at 1:00 pm CST called "Thinking Outside the Collection Box: How to Serve
Genealogists Now."
Description: Genealogy is the second most popular hobby in the U.S. In this webinar
you will learn ideas for working with genealogists, even if you don't have a
dedicated genealogy/local history collection at your library. Nicole Wedemeyer
Miller, co-author of Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians,
Archivists and Volunteers, will give you low and no-cost ideas for reference and
programming that can be implemented quickly.
This webinar is sponsored by Infopeople and Niche Academy. If you cannot attend
the presentation, it will be archived and available for later viewing.
The sign up is here:

http://www.nicheacademy.com/serve-genealogists-now

Regards,
Nicole Wedemeyer Miller,
Adjunct Lecturer at the University of Illinois iSchool
-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of Libraries Unlimited's bestselling
Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and
Volunteers.
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attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 2

Date: Tue, 12 Sep 2017 13:44:22 -0400
From: Elaine McRey <fxlibrarian at gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade--DC,
DE, GA, IL, IN, KY, MD, NC, NY, OH, OR, PA, SC, TN
Message-ID:
<CAA5Zxu9eUB56RR=Ym3TuHmC+PRJyRQD7QO9aUMF8GeZBWEnEDQ at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to
trade. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov . Be sure to include your
mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label.
There's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope
everyone will be able to open it.
If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030
Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will include a ?packing list? of your requests in your shipment with a
check mark indicating that the book is included in the shipment, or an N/A
meaning that the item is Not Available because someone else?s request was
received before yours.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170912/
c0b4ecdd/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2017 Aug Sep Bks to Trade.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 56854 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170912/
c0b4ecdd/attachment-0001.pdf>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2017 Aug Sep Bks to Trade.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 16245 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170912/
c0b4ecdd/attachment-0001.xlsx>
-----------------------------Message: 3

Date: Tue, 12 Sep 2017 20:28:27 +0000
From: "Wilson, Donald L" <dlwilson at pwcgov.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Explore RELIC (September 2017)
Message-ID:
<47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD110132D32E32 at SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
EXPLORE RELIC
September 2017 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local
History (RELIC)
Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history is our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
http://www.pwcgov.org/relic (Click on programs.)
GENEALOGY 101: GETTING STARTED
?Discovering your family's history is both fun and rewarding. RELIC's Tish Como
will demonstrate the essential first steps to take, and resources to use ? most of
which are available for free through the library ? to ensure that your research is
accurate, complete and well-documented.
Tuesday, September 19, 2017, 11:00 a.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=39283&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=9/1/2017&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=ALL&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMod
e=&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>
THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR IN PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY*
John R. Maass will examine Prince William County?s colonial and Revolutionary War
era history, including the military operations in the western part of the county.
Dr. Maass is a historian at the U.S. Army Center of Military History, Fort McNair,
Washington, D.C. His most recent books are The Road to
Yorktown<http://bit.ly/2viOGnw> and George Washington's
Virginia<http://bit.ly/2tfqEZ6>. Copies will be available for sale after his
presentation.
Tuesday, September 26, 2017, 7:00 p.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=39284&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=9/1/2017&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=2&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMode=
&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>
BRING OLD PHOTOGRAPHS BACK TO LIFE
health emergency.]

[This program has been cancelled due to a

=========================
RELIC INSIDER
Prince William County court minute book 1769-1771 was among books which disappeared
from the county clerk?s office during the Civil War. A descendant of the Union
soldier who took it as a souvenir returned it to the county clerk in 1984. Since
then it has been locked up and rarely seen. We understand it has not yet been
microfilmed. In 1985 the late June Whitehurst Johnson published selective
abstracts from the book concerning probate matters.

Now RELIC volunteer Bill Hunter has completed a verbatim transcript of the book and
has donated a bound copy to RELIC?s collection. Court Record Book: Prince William
County Virginia 1769-1771 is now available on RELIC?s new book shelf. Bill has
also given us permission to post the text online at RELIC?s Digital Library. We?ll
try to get it posted there as soon as possible.
Don Wilson
=============
NEXT MONTH
=================
RESISTANCE AND PERSISTENCE: ENSLAVED WOMEN IN PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY*
In October, we acknowledge the contributions of women in Virginia history.
Historian Sheri Huerta will examine the seldom-recognized contributions of enslaved
African American women to Virginia?s history. Even though opportunities to wield
power were limited, some women took extraordinary measures to challenge the rights
of slave owners and change their conditions of enslavement. Enslaved women ran
away, sued for their freedom, and resisted enslavement in a variety of ways, even
though they risked terrible punishments. This presentation highlights the
courageous actions of enslaved women in Prince William County that emboldened
future generations of women. Sheri Huerta holds a doctorate in history from George
Mason University specializing in the antebellum South, slavery, legal history and
social culture.
Tuesday, October 17, 7:00 p.m.<http://bit.ly/2tfh6gU>
WHAT YOUR CHROMOSOMES CAN TELL YOU ABOUT YOUR FAMILY*
?
Shannon Combs-Bennett is a professional genealogist with a degree in
genetics. She will explain the most common test for DNA, which analyzes your 22
autosomal chromosomes along with the X-chromosome. This information can be very
helpful in locating cousins, determining ethnic heritage and finding female
ancestors hiding in your tree. That is, if you know how to look. Shannon will use a
sample case study to demonstrate test results and their meaning.
Thursday, October 19, 11:00 a.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=39286&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=10/1/2017&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=2&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMode
=&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>
GENEALOGY 201: BEYOND THE BASICS
?Genealogy Librarian Tish Como will discuss effective research strategies and
demonstrate advanced techniques for successfully searching and evaluating free
online genealogy / history resources. See how information found in census,
newspapers, passenger lists, maps, books and manuscripts can add detail and
interest to your family history.
Tuesday, October 24, 7:00 p.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=39288&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=10/1/2017&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=2&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMode
=&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>
============
To read the latest lists of new materials available please click on What's New in
RELIC http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-news.aspx
Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from
60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540

or mailto: relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.
You may also register online at RELIC Programs
http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-programs.aspx
by clicking on the program date. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Bull Run Library.* To be notified of upcoming library programs
and activities, you may sign up for the programs and activities, you may sign up
for the PWPLS newsletter.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170912/
a8d1766c/attachment.html>
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 168, Issue 4
****************************************

From dsmith at usf.edu Thu Sep 14 07:24:57 2017
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Thu, 14 Sep 2017 11:24:57 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] GENEALIB attachments (was Re: Fairfax County Virginia
Room books to trade)
Message-ID: <587C4118-50DA-4A64-AE6D-A755856F4530@usf.edu>
As GENEALIB list administrator, I would prefer that subscribers not send
attachments through GENEALIB. Instead, please put your files somewhere online, and
put the link to the file in your email message.
Thanks.
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
On 9/13/17, 10:19 AM, "genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of
Maggie Young" <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of youngm at
stls.org> wrote:
I'm wondering if anyone has any insight on how to open the scrubbed attachments
from the email? I copy and paste the URL but get only a link to the genealib page.
I wonder if it's a problem with my email, or if anyone else has trouble?

From jason.cornelius at loganutah.org Thu Sep 14 12:48:00 2017
From: jason.cornelius at loganutah.org (Jason Cornelius)

Date: Thu, 14 Sep 2017 10:48:00 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Library Relationship with Library Recorder
Message-ID: <CAHPijjhAtFRTLiAP+Cx_+naZHEH5aFt-MiO=BSAK9xO0rfRA9A@mail.gmail.com>
Hi all,
I'm wondering if any library out there has a relationship with their city
recorder to house older city documents. Also, do you have a management plan
in place for these records?
We're planning on developing such a plan for our city and would love to see
examples.
Thanks,
Jason Cornelius, MLS
Division Leader Adult Fiction & Special Collections Services
Logan Library
435-716-9143
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
child. For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life
of our ancestors by the records of history?"
~Ciceroat happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a child.
For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life of our
ancestors by the records of history."
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
child. For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life
of our ancestors by the records of history."
Cicero
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170914/843b1617/
attachment.html>
From jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org Thu Sep 14 12:53:04 2017
From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Thu, 14 Sep 2017 10:53:04 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Library Relationship with Library Recorder
In-Reply-To: <CAHPijjhAtFRTLiAP+Cx_+naZHEH5aFt-MiO=BSAK9xO0rfRA9A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHPijjhAtFRTLiAP+Cx_+naZHEH5aFt-MiO=BSAK9xO0rfRA9A@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CA+WiaXXHDuag-nqVOJ6-MZB3pM_+6nHNm=hAUCeeDZ67NLtR6Q@mail.gmail.com>
Jason
We have such a relationship with the City and County of Denver. We are the
archives for many of the historic records such as marriage applications,
grantor-grantee, tax records etc. They also have a relationship with the
Colorado State Archives. Will see about having our Senior Archivist get in
touch with you direct.
James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

On Thu, Sep 14, 2017 at 10:48 AM, Jason Cornelius <
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi all,
I'm wondering if any library out there has a relationship with their city
recorder to house older city documents. Also, do you have a management plan
in place for these records?
We're planning on developing such a plan for our city and would love to
see examples.
Thanks,
Jason Cornelius, MLS
Division Leader Adult Fiction & Special Collections Services
Logan Library
435-716-9143 <(435)%20716-9143>
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
child. For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life
of our ancestors by the records of history?"
~Ciceroat happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a child.
For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life of
our ancestors by the records of history."
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
child. For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the
life of our ancestors by the records of history."
Cicero
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170914/
a85b9e84/attachment.html>
From jason.cornelius at loganutah.org Thu Sep 14 14:38:28 2017
From: jason.cornelius at loganutah.org (Jason Cornelius)
Date: Thu, 14 Sep 2017 12:38:28 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Library Relationship with Library Recorder
In-Reply-To: <CA+WiaXXHDuag-nqVOJ6-MZB3pM_+6nHNm=hAUCeeDZ67NLtR6Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHPijjhAtFRTLiAP+Cx_+naZHEH5aFt-MiO=BSAK9xO0rfRA9A@mail.gmail.com>
<CA+WiaXXHDuag-nqVOJ6-MZB3pM_+6nHNm=hAUCeeDZ67NLtR6Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAHPijjjv7R6YtKto+M=Ef+rFTtf8QE0Zhd9vSdtceJWo9q5AWQ@mail.gmail.com>
Great!
On Sep 14, 2017 10:53 AM, "James Jeffrey" <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org>

wrote:
> Jason
>
> We have such a relationship with the City and County of Denver. We are the
> archives for many of the historic records such as marriage applications,
> grantor-grantee, tax records etc. They also have a relationship with the
> Colorado State Archives. Will see about having our Senior Archivist get in
> touch with you direct.
>
> James K. Jeffrey
> Genealogy Specialist
> Western History and Genealogy
> Denver Public Library
>
>
>
> On Thu, Sep 14, 2017 at 10:48 AM, Jason Cornelius <
> jason.cornelius at loganutah.org> wrote:
>
>> Hi all,
>>
>> I'm wondering if any library out there has a relationship with their city
>> recorder to house older city documents. Also, do you have a management plan
>> in place for these records?
>>
>> We're planning on developing such a plan for our city and would love to
>> see examples.
>>
>> Thanks,
>>
>> Jason Cornelius, MLS
>>
>> Division Leader >>
Adult Fiction & Special Collections Services
>>
Logan Library
>>
435-716-9143 <(435)%20716-9143>
>>
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org
>>
>> "Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
>> child. For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life
>> of our ancestors by the records of history?"
>> ~Ciceroat happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a child.
>> For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life of
>> our ancestors by the records of history."
>> "Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
>> child. For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the
>> life of our ancestors by the records of history."
Cicero
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list

> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170914/8e210ba5/
attachment.html>
From kcarrier at tadl.org Thu Sep 14 20:18:49 2017
From: kcarrier at tadl.org (Katheryn Carrier)
Date: Thu, 14 Sep 2017 20:18:49 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
Message-ID: <CAB0Jr2SEGPQuGB4w=-bh4Y6hF50b4G2JmnNtk49Lxon1RGF=zQ@mail.gmail.com>
https://new.findagrave.com/
Check out the link above and comment, comment, comment! Link is on the
bottom right of the page.
My 5c:
I see very few "improvements."
I particularly hate the endless scroll aka Pinterest which has ruined too
many of my previous go to webpages.
I did get to the new site from inside the current website search results so
that may have made a difference but I don't really think that.
I don't expect my poor opinion will make a difference but I still made the
effort.
The mobile user, like the drive through lane at the fast food restaurant is
more important than the PC or walk-in customer. You can guess which one I
am :)
Katheryn Carrier
Reference Librarian
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 Reference
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170914/
bb5aa345/attachment.html>
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Fri Sep 15 09:27:01 2017
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2017 13:27:01 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
In-Reply-To: <CAB0Jr2SEGPQuGB4w=-bh4Y6hF50b4G2JmnNtk49Lxon1RGF=zQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAB0Jr2SEGPQuGB4w=-bh4Y6hF50b4G2JmnNtk49Lxon1RGF=zQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F174ED0EE@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Thanks for the link.

My 2 cents worth ?
I find it to be more user friendly but I was dismayed that the ?Share? function
wasn?t working. Or at least I think it wasn?t working. I will need to wait to
receive an email from a relative who is currently out of the country to be sure.
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Indiana
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Katheryn Carrier
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2017 8:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
https://new.findagrave.com/
Check out the link above and comment, comment, comment! Link is on the bottom right
of the page.
My 5c:
I see very few "improvements."
I particularly hate the endless scroll aka Pinterest which has ruined too many of
my previous go to webpages.
I did get to the new site from inside the current website search results so that
may have made a difference but I don't really think that.
I don't expect my poor opinion will make a difference but I still made the effort.
The mobile user, like the drive through lane at the fast food restaurant is more
important than the PC or walk-in customer. You can guess which one I am :)
Katheryn Carrier
Reference Librarian
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 Reference
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170915/6256513f/
attachment.html>
From kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org Fri Sep 15 10:42:39 2017
From: kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org (Kathleen Wieland)
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2017 10:42:39 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
In-Reply-To: <CAB0Jr2SEGPQuGB4w=-bh4Y6hF50b4G2JmnNtk49Lxon1RGF=zQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAB0Jr2SEGPQuGB4w=-bh4Y6hF50b4G2JmnNtk49Lxon1RGF=zQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <186c849d451a45aca3d3a6f6b2b6333c@otislibrarynorwich.org>

Why is it that the "new improved" anything is rarely actually an
improvement? Is there a way to make a comment? Even when I was signed in,
I couldn't find one.
Kathleen
Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744
kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org

---------------------------------------From: "Katheryn Carrier" <kcarrier at tadl.org>
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2017 8:19 PM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
https://new.findagrave.com/
Check out the link above and comment, comment, comment! Link is on the
bottom right of the page.
My 5c:
I see very few "improvements."
I particularly hate the endless scroll aka Pinterest which has ruined too
many of my previous go to webpages.
I did get to the new site from inside the current website search results
so that may have made a difference but I don't really think that.
I don't expect my poor opinion will make a difference but I still made the
effort.
The mobile user, like the drive through lane at the fast food restaurant
is more important than the PC or walk-in customer. You can guess which one
I am :)
Katheryn Carrier
Reference Librarian
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 Reference
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170915/902f7d39/
attachment.html>

From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Fri Sep 15 10:45:05 2017
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2017 14:45:05 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
In-Reply-To: <186c849d451a45aca3d3a6f6b2b6333c@otislibrarynorwich.org>
References: <CAB0Jr2SEGPQuGB4w=-bh4Y6hF50b4G2JmnNtk49Lxon1RGF=zQ@mail.gmail.com>
<186c849d451a45aca3d3a6f6b2b6333c@otislibrarynorwich.org>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F174F01BF@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Good point!
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Indiana
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathleen Wieland
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 10:43 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
Why is it that the "new improved" anything is rarely actually an improvement? Is
there a way to make a comment? Even when I was signed in, I couldn't find one.
Kathleen
Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744
kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org<mailto:kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org>
________________________________
From: "Katheryn Carrier" <kcarrier at tadl.org<mailto:kcarrier at tadl.org>>
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2017 8:19 PM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
https://new.findagrave.com/
Check out the link above and comment, comment, comment! Link is on the bottom right
of the page.
My 5c:
I see very few "improvements."
I particularly hate the endless scroll aka Pinterest which has ruined too many of
my previous go to webpages.
I did get to the new site from inside the current website search results so that

may have made a difference but I don't really think that.
I don't expect my poor opinion will make a difference but I still made the effort.
The mobile user, like the drive through lane at the fast food restaurant is more
important than the PC or walk-in customer. You can guess which one I am :)
Katheryn Carrier
Reference Librarian
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 Reference
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170915/
aab56b3d/attachment.html>
From sastudebaker at att.net Fri Sep 15 10:51:38 2017
From: sastudebaker at att.net (Sandra Studebaker)
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2017 10:51:38 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
References: <CAB0Jr2SEGPQuGB4w=-bh4Y6hF50b4G2JmnNtk49Lxon1RGF=zQ@mail.gmail.com>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F174ED0EE@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <E1BB8D1AE9804D7B966182DAB70B5523@sandrapc>
What's with the use of the small light blue font these days--both here and on the
new Find-A-Grave? Difficult, sometimes impossible, for senior genealogist eyes to
read!
Sandra Studebaker, MSLS(ret)
----- Original Message ----From: Janice Kistler
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 9:27 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
Thanks for the link.

My 2 cents worth ?
I find it to be more user friendly but I was dismayed that the ?Share? function
wasn?t working. Or at least I think it wasn?t working. I will need to wait to
receive an email from a relative who is currently out of the country to be sure.

Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library

Indiana

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Katheryn Carrier
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2017 8:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave

https://new.findagrave.com/

Check out the link above and comment, comment, comment! Link is on the bottom
right of the page.

My 5c:

I see very few "improvements."

I particularly hate the endless scroll aka Pinterest which has ruined too many of
my previous go to webpages.

I did get to the new site from inside the current website search results so that
may have made a difference but I don't really think that.

I don't expect my poor opinion will make a difference but I still made the
effort.

The mobile user, like the drive through lane at the fast food restaurant is more
important than the PC or walk-in customer. You can guess which one I am :)

Katheryn Carrier
Reference Librarian

Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue

Traverse City, Michigan

49686

USA

231-932-8502 Reference

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170915/41fb31f7/
attachment.html>
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Fri Sep 15 10:55:53 2017
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2017 14:55:53 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
In-Reply-To: <E1BB8D1AE9804D7B966182DAB70B5523@sandrapc>
References: <CAB0Jr2SEGPQuGB4w=-bh4Y6hF50b4G2JmnNtk49Lxon1RGF=zQ@mail.gmail.com>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F174ED0EE@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
<E1BB8D1AE9804D7B966182DAB70B5523@sandrapc>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F174F01EE@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
I wish I knew why my email automatically does this sometimes. I just now changed
it but I don?t think it is something that will stick. I hope this is more
readable.
Thanks for the comment! I agree 100% that everything should be readable. There is
nothing more frustrating than not being able to decipher the information that could
very well be exactly what you were seeking.
Janice
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sandra Studebaker
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 10:52 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
What's with the use of the small light blue font these days--both here and on the
new Find-A-Grave? Difficult, sometimes impossible, for senior genealogist eyes to
read!
Sandra Studebaker, MSLS(ret)
----- Original Message ----From: Janice Kistler<mailto:jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 9:27 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave

Thanks for the link.
My 2 cents worth ?
I find it to be more user friendly but I was dismayed that the ?Share? function
wasn?t working. Or at least I think it wasn?t working. I will need to wait to
receive an email from a relative who is currently out of the country to be sure.
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Indiana
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Katheryn Carrier
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2017 8:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
https://new.findagrave.com/
Check out the link above and comment, comment, comment! Link is on the bottom right
of the page.
My 5c:
I see very few "improvements."
I particularly hate the endless scroll aka Pinterest which has ruined too many of
my previous go to webpages.
I did get to the new site from inside the current website search results so that
may have made a difference but I don't really think that.
I don't expect my poor opinion will make a difference but I still made the effort.
The mobile user, like the drive through lane at the fast food restaurant is more
important than the PC or walk-in customer. You can guess which one I am :)
Katheryn Carrier
Reference Librarian
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 Reference
________________________________
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170915/24528d95/
attachment-0001.html>
From sastudebaker at att.net

Fri Sep 15 11:19:25 2017

From: sastudebaker at att.net (Sandra Studebaker)
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2017 11:19:25 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
References: <CAB0Jr2SEGPQuGB4w=bh4Y6hF50b4G2JmnNtk49Lxon1RGF=zQ@mail.gmail.com><F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F17
4ED0EE@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local><E1BB8D1AE9804D7B966182DAB70B5523@sandrapc>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F174F01EE@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <4A8B24B08CC14360BAA78647083BA290@sandrapc>
Thanks for the prompt response. Definitely is more legible! Larger BLACK font is
good. Frequently experience reduced font size in incoming emails. Am currious
about your email program. I'm still using Outlook Express. --Sandra
----- Original Message ----From: Janice Kistler
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 10:55 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
I wish I knew why my email automatically does this sometimes. I just now
changed it but I don?t think it is something that will stick. I hope this is more
readable.

Thanks for the comment! I agree 100% that everything should be readable. There
is nothing more frustrating than not being able to decipher the information that
could very well be exactly what you were seeking.

Janice

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sandra Studebaker
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 10:52 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave

What's with the use of the small light blue font these days--both here and on the
new Find-A-Grave? Difficult, sometimes impossible, for senior genealogist eyes to
read!
Sandra Studebaker, MSLS(ret)

----- Original Message ----From: Janice Kistler

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 9:27 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave

Thanks for the link.

My 2 cents worth ?
I find it to be more user friendly but I was dismayed that the ?Share? function
wasn?t working. Or at least I think it wasn?t working. I will need to wait to
receive an email from a relative who is currently out of the country to be sure.

Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Indiana

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Katheryn Carrier
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2017 8:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave

https://new.findagrave.com/

Check out the link above and comment, comment, comment! Link is on the bottom
right of the page.

My 5c:

I see very few "improvements."

I particularly hate the endless scroll aka Pinterest which has ruined too many
of my previous go to webpages.

I did get to the new site from inside the current website search results so
that may have made a difference but I don't really think that.

I don't expect my poor opinion will make a difference but I still made the
effort.

The mobile user, like the drive through lane at the fast food restaurant is
more important than the PC or walk-in customer. You can guess which one I am :)

Katheryn Carrier
Reference Librarian

Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan

49686

USA

231-932-8502 Reference
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genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
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genealib mailing list
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http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170915/
bcc82734/attachment.html>
From librarian at schenectadyhistorical.org Fri Sep 15 11:25:31 2017
From: librarian at schenectadyhistorical.org (Michael Maloney)
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2017 11:25:31 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
In-Reply-To: <4A8B24B08CC14360BAA78647083BA290@sandrapc>

References: <CAB0Jr2SEGPQuGB4w=-bh4Y6hF50b4G2JmnNtk49Lxon1RGF=zQ@mail.gmail.com>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F174ED0EE@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
<E1BB8D1AE9804D7B966182DAB70B5523@sandrapc>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F174F01EE@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
<4A8B24B08CC14360BAA78647083BA290@sandrapc>
Message-ID: <CAPkyQoEkF3s+h_22rg0BdCLRC=EbfPSXeBz0ofqQ2tLAmKmH=g@mail.gmail.com>
Hey all,
A handy tip to magnify your screen is if you press Ctrl and + at the same
time you can zoom in on any webpage. Ctrl and - zooms back out.
On Fri, Sep 15, 2017 at 11:19 AM, Sandra Studebaker <sastudebaker at att.net>
wrote:
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Thanks for the prompt response. Definitely is more legible! Larger BLACK
font is good. Frequently experience reduced font size in incoming emails.
Am currious about your email program. I'm still using Outlook Express.
--Sandra
----- Original Message ----*From:* Janice Kistler <jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info>
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Sent:* Friday, September 15, 2017 10:55 AM
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
I wish I knew why my email automatically does this sometimes. I just now
changed it but I don?t think it is something that will stick. I hope this
is more readable.

Thanks for the comment! I agree 100% that everything should be readable.
There is nothing more frustrating than not being able to decipher the
information that could very well be exactly what you were seeking.

Janice

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Sandra Studebaker
*Sent:* Friday, September 15, 2017 10:52 AM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave

What's with the use of the small light blue font these days--both here and
on the new Find-A-Grave? Difficult, sometimes impossible, for senior
genealogist eyes to read!
Sandra Studebaker, MSLS(ret)
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----- Original Message ----*From:* Janice Kistler <jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info>
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Sent:* Friday, September 15, 2017 9:27 AM
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave

Thanks for the link.

My 2 cents worth ?
I find it to be more user friendly but I was dismayed that the ?Share?
function wasn?t working. Or at least I think it wasn?t working. I will
need to wait to receive an email from a relative who is currently out of
the country to be sure.

Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Indiana

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On
Behalf Of *Katheryn Carrier
*Sent:* Thursday, September 14, 2017 8:19 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* [Genealib] New Find a Grave

https://new.findagrave.com/

Check out the link above and comment, comment, comment! Link is on the
bottom right of the page.

My 5c:
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I see very few "improvements."

I particularly hate the endless scroll aka Pinterest which has ruined too
many of my previous go to webpages.

I did get to the new site from inside the current website search results
so that may have made a difference but I don't really think that.

I don't expect my poor opinion will make a difference but I still made the
effort.

The mobile user, like the drive through lane at the fast food restaurant
is more important than the PC or walk-in customer. You can guess which one
I am :)

Katheryn Carrier
Reference Librarian

Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan

49686

USA

231-932-8502 <(231)%20932-8502> Reference
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> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Michael Maloney
Librarian/Archivist
Grems-Doolittle Library
Schenectady County Historical Society
32 Washington Ave. Schenectady NY 12305
518-374-0263
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170915/
c2adaf29/attachment.html>
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Fri Sep 15 11:58:12 2017
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2017 15:58:12 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
In-Reply-To: <4A8B24B08CC14360BAA78647083BA290@sandrapc>
References: <CAB0Jr2SEGPQuGB4w=bh4Y6hF50b4G2JmnNtk49Lxon1RGF=zQ@mail.gmail.com><F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F17
4ED0EE@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local><E1BB8D1AE9804D7B966182DAB70B5523@sandrapc>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F174F01EE@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
<4A8B24B08CC14360BAA78647083BA290@sandrapc>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F174F0277@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
We use Outlook, too. But the font size is set at 11 and the color is set at blue.
There may be a way to change it to work automatically but, frankly, I just don?t
have the time or inclination to do so.
My apologies to all on listserv for this more personal note to Sandra. The topic
at hand is a good one to keep in mind as many folks who are doing research on their
family history may have vision impairments that interfere with their being able to
do adequate research via email or online.
Janice
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sandra Studebaker
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 11:19 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
Thanks for the prompt response. Definitely is more legible! Larger BLACK font is
good. Frequently experience reduced font size in incoming emails. Am currious
about your email program. I'm still using Outlook Express. --Sandra
----- Original Message ----From: Janice Kistler<mailto:jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 10:55 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
I wish I knew why my email automatically does this sometimes. I just now changed
it but I don?t think it is something that will stick. I hope this is more

readable.
Thanks for the comment! I agree 100% that everything should be readable. There is
nothing more frustrating than not being able to decipher the information that could
very well be exactly what you were seeking.
Janice
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Sandra Studebaker
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 10:52 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
What's with the use of the small light blue font these days--both here and on the
new Find-A-Grave? Difficult, sometimes impossible, for senior genealogist eyes to
read!
Sandra Studebaker, MSLS(ret)
----- Original Message ----From: Janice Kistler<mailto:jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 9:27 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
Thanks for the link.
My 2 cents worth ?
I find it to be more user friendly but I was dismayed that the ?Share? function
wasn?t working. Or at least I think it wasn?t working. I will need to wait to
receive an email from a relative who is currently out of the country to be sure.
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Indiana
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Katheryn Carrier
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2017 8:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
https://new.findagrave.com/
Check out the link above and comment, comment, comment! Link is on the bottom right
of the page.
My 5c:
I see very few "improvements."
I particularly hate the endless scroll aka Pinterest which has ruined too many of
my previous go to webpages.
I did get to the new site from inside the current website search results so that

may have made a difference but I don't really think that.
I don't expect my poor opinion will make a difference but I still made the effort.
The mobile user, like the drive through lane at the fast food restaurant is more
important than the PC or walk-in customer. You can guess which one I am :)
Katheryn Carrier
Reference Librarian
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 Reference
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170915/8be56467/
attachment.html>
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Fri Sep 15 12:17:52 2017
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2017 16:17:52 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] how to suggest edits to findagrave
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F174F02CE@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
As is usually the case, I found out something while looking for something else.
Although like a previous mentioned activity that didn't work this might not either.
On the new site there is a banner across the top. Click on "contribute." Then the
page that comes up when you do this has a "suggest edits" option. You have to sign
in to do this. I do not have an account with findagrave, so I was unable to put it
to the test.
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Indiana
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170915/
eec9781c/attachment.html>
From Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov Fri Sep 15 12:58:11 2017
From: Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov (Witt, Gretchen B.)
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2017 16:58:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
In-Reply-To: <186c849d451a45aca3d3a6f6b2b6333c@otislibrarynorwich.org>

References: <CAB0Jr2SEGPQuGB4w=-bh4Y6hF50b4G2JmnNtk49Lxon1RGF=zQ@mail.gmail.com>
<186c849d451a45aca3d3a6f6b2b6333c@otislibrarynorwich.org>
Message-ID: <E058E4563CD27B469B2B455221960C4049821C@is01s125.rowannc.org>
You might be able to comment on the Facebook page or Twitter.
the bottom of the initial landing page.

There is a link at

Gretchen
[cid:image002.jpg at 01D32E22.49661930]
Gretchen Beilfuss Witt, Supervisor
Edith M. Clark History Room
201 W. Fisher Street, Salisbury, NC 28144
gretchen.witt at rowancountync.gov<mailto:gretchen.witt at rowancountync.gov>
704-216-8232

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathleen Wieland
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2017 10:43 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
Why is it that the "new improved" anything is rarely actually an improvement? Is
there a way to make a comment? Even when I was signed in, I couldn't find one.
Kathleen
Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744
kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org<mailto:kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org>
________________________________
From: "Katheryn Carrier" <kcarrier at tadl.org<mailto:kcarrier at tadl.org>>
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2017 8:19 PM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
https://new.findagrave.com/
Check out the link above and comment, comment, comment! Link is on the bottom right
of the page.
My 5c:
I see very few "improvements."
I particularly hate the endless scroll aka Pinterest which has ruined too many of

my previous go to webpages.
I did get to the new site from inside the current website search results so that
may have made a difference but I don't really think that.
I don't expect my poor opinion will make a difference but I still made the effort.
The mobile user, like the drive through lane at the fast food restaurant is more
important than the PC or walk-in customer. You can guess which one I am :)
Katheryn Carrier
Reference Librarian
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 Reference
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170915/
d590489b/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 36891 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170915/
d590489b/attachment-0002.jpg>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 4748 bytes
Desc: image002.jpg
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170915/
d590489b/attachment-0003.jpg>
From agometz at rhus.com Fri Sep 15 21:02:19 2017
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2017 21:02:19 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] how to suggest edits to findagrave
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F174F02CE@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F174F02CE@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <59BC781B.10702@rhus.com>
I was able to comment by starting at the main page and clicking on the
line, *Changes are coming to Find A Grave.*See apreview now
<https://new.findagrave.com/>. This takes you to the new site and there
is a little yellow blob with Beta Send Feedback at the bottom right of
the screen.
That brings up your comment screen. You don't have to be
signed in.
Anne Gometz
Gastonia NC
On 9/15/2017 12:17 PM, Janice Kistler wrote:
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As is usually the case, I found out something while looking for
something else. Although like a previous mentioned activity that
didn?t work this might not either.
On the new site there is a banner across the top. Click on
?contribute.? Then the page that comes up when you do this has a
?suggest edits? option. You have to sign in to do this. I do not
have an account with findagrave, so I was unable to put it to the test.
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Indiana

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170915/
e56097d5/attachment.html>
From agometz at rhus.com Sat Sep 16 11:51:49 2017
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Sat, 16 Sep 2017 11:51:49 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Boyd Publishing
Message-ID: <59BD4895.9020803@rhus.com>
Is anyone familiar with this company? There is only a minimal web page.
Boyd Publishing Co, Milledgeville, Ga. http://www.boydpublishing.net/4.html
Thanks.
Anne Gometz
Gastonia, NC
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170916/2602f755/
attachment.html>
From kcarrier at tadl.org Sun Sep 17 14:47:39 2017
From: kcarrier at tadl.org (Katheryn Carrier)
Date: Sun, 17 Sep 2017 14:47:39 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] New Find a Grave
In-Reply-To: <186c849d451a45aca3d3a6f6b2b6333c@otislibrarynorwich.org>
References: <CAB0Jr2SEGPQuGB4w=-bh4Y6hF50b4G2JmnNtk49Lxon1RGF=zQ@mail.gmail.com>
<186c849d451a45aca3d3a6f6b2b6333c@otislibrarynorwich.org>
Message-ID: <CAB0Jr2TchtZauVyjW34bYuS0BkgHnJLn+Hbo1QMGqy2JPa0QFQ@mail.gmail.com>
Kathleen,
In the bottom right corner of the page it says "Beta Send Feedback"

Click on that and a comment box appears
[image: Inline image 1]
Katheryn
Katheryn Carrier
Reference Librarian
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 <(231)%20932-8502> Reference
On Fri, Sep 15, 2017 at 10:42 AM, Kathleen Wieland <
kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org> wrote:
> Why is it that the "new improved" anything is rarely actually an
> improvement? Is there a way to make a comment? Even when I was signed in,
> I couldn't find one.
>
> Kathleen
>
>
> Kathleen Wieland
> Genealogy Librarian
>
> Otis Library
> 261 Main Street
> Norwich, CT 06360
>
> 860-889-2365 <(860)%20889-2365>
FAX 860-886-4744 <(860)%20886-4744>
> kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org
>
> ----------------------------->
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170917/781f4359/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image.png
Type: image/png
Size: 7645 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170917/781f4359/
attachment.png>
From Jill.Clever at TOLEDOLIBRARY.ORG Mon Sep 18 10:29:29 2017
From: Jill.Clever at TOLEDOLIBRARY.ORG (Jill Clever)
Date: Mon, 18 Sep 2017 14:29:29 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Eastern European Genealogy
Message-ID:
<DM5PR12MB1593E381A2C42CD0E50613C9EE630@DM5PR12MB1593.namprd12.prod.outlook.com>

Hello all,
Attached please find a flyer regarding a program on Eastern European genealogy on
Sept 23 in Toledo, Ohio. Lisa Alzo is the speaker.
Jill Gregg Clever
Manager
Local History and Genealogy
Toledo Lucas County Public Library
325 N. Michigran
Toledo, OH 43604
419-259-5235
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170918/
cb260899/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: eastern european p.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 215150 bytes
Desc: eastern european p.pdf
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170918/
cb260899/attachment-0001.pdf>
From pinnick.aabooks at gmail.com Mon Sep 18 14:36:06 2017
From: pinnick.aabooks at gmail.com (Timothy Pinnick)
Date: Mon, 18 Sep 2017 13:36:06 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Eastern European Genealogy
In-Reply-To:
<DM5PR12MB1593E381A2C42CD0E50613C9EE630@DM5PR12MB1593.namprd12.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM5PR12MB1593E381A2C42CD0E50613C9EE630@DM5PR12MB1593.namprd12.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAC3kpM4TOgoEJ3+8FDGRtrAz4XrW1u-dG29MtZMOGE-tbJL-kQ@mail.gmail.com>
Lisa is undoubtedly a premiere speaker, but I want to chime in with a plug
for the library itself. What a absolutely beautiful structure and it houses
a marvelous collection of genealogy materials. So check it out online and
spread the word to those you know with Buckeye or Michigan connections.
It's an additional incentive to attend.
Tim Pinnick
On Monday, September 18, 2017, Jill Clever <Jill.Clever at toledolibrary.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello all,

Attached please find a flyer regarding a program on Eastern European
genealogy on Sept 23 in Toledo, Ohio. Lisa Alzo is the speaker.

Jill Gregg Clever

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Manager
Local History and Genealogy
Toledo Lucas County Public Library
325 N. Michigran
Toledo, OH 43604
419-259-5235

-*Author of**:*
*Owner of:*

*Finding and Using African American Newspapers*

*History and Genealogy Spotlight

*

*Specializing in Historical/Genealogical Lectures & New and Used African
American Books*
*Visit me on the web at* www.blackcoalminerheritage.net
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170918/
b707c47a/attachment.html>
From Jill.Clever at TOLEDOLIBRARY.ORG Mon Sep 18 15:02:33 2017
From: Jill.Clever at TOLEDOLIBRARY.ORG (Jill Clever)
Date: Mon, 18 Sep 2017 19:02:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Eastern European Genealogy
In-Reply-To: <CAC3kpM4TOgoEJ3+8FDGRtrAz4XrW1u-dG29MtZMOGE-tbJL-kQ@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<DM5PR12MB1593E381A2C42CD0E50613C9EE630@DM5PR12MB1593.namprd12.prod.outlook.com>,
<CAC3kpM4TOgoEJ3+8FDGRtrAz4XrW1u-dG29MtZMOGE-tbJL-kQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<DM5PR12MB1593328E11BCB909F4A8C8B3EE630@DM5PR12MB1593.namprd12.prod.outlook.com>
Thanks Tim for the library plug!
Sincerely,
Jill Gregg Clever, MLIS
Manager, Local History and Genealogy Dept.
Toledo Lucas County Public Library
325 N. Michigan
Toledo, OH 43604
419-259-5235
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Timothy Pinnick <pinnick.aabooks at gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 2:36 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Eastern European Genealogy

Lisa is undoubtedly a premiere speaker, but I want to chime in with a plug for the
library itself. What a absolutely beautiful structure and it houses a marvelous
collection of genealogy materials. So check it out online and spread the word to
those you know with Buckeye or Michigan connections. It's an additional incentive
to attend.
Tim Pinnick
On Monday, September 18, 2017, Jill Clever <Jill.Clever at
toledolibrary.org<mailto:Jill.Clever at toledolibrary.org>> wrote:
Hello all,
Attached please find a flyer regarding a program on Eastern European genealogy on
Sept 23 in Toledo, Ohio. Lisa Alzo is the speaker.
Jill Gregg Clever
Manager
Local History and Genealogy
Toledo Lucas County Public Library
325 N. Michigran
Toledo, OH 43604
419-259-5235
-Author of:
Owner of:

Finding and Using African American Newspapers
History and Genealogy Spotlight

Specializing in Historical/Genealogical Lectures & New and Used African American
Books
Visit me on the web at
www.blackcoalminerheritage.net<http://www.blackcoalminerheritage.net/>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170918/
b9374e97/attachment.html>
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Mon Sep 18 18:43:34 2017
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon, 18 Sep 2017 22:43:34 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Most unusual sources
Message-ID:
<DM5PR09MB18179B789B102827F3272F03AC630@DM5PR09MB1817.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Good day, Genealibbers:
I'm planning a talk on unusual sources of genealogical information, and I'd like to
incorporate personal experiences to get my listeners to really think outside of the
genealogical box. For example, one speaker I heard many years ago talked about
finding birth dates for parents and children carved into the underside of a large
wooden table. If anyone would like to allow me to use their story, please e-mail me
privately. I promise you'll remain anonymous.

Thanks!
Nancy
[GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]
Maxwell
Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way|Grapevine, TX 76051
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084 | E: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

Nancy

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170918/09880b9d/
attachment.html>
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Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 49661 bytes
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Name: image003.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 5977 bytes
Desc: image003.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170918/09880b9d/
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From mkmannix at gmail.com Mon Sep 18 18:55:11 2017
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Mon, 18 Sep 2017 18:55:11 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Authors of Liberty: The Valiant Military Service of
Maryland's Black Men and Women. Saturday, 23 Sept. 2017, 11am, CBA, FCPL,
Frederick, MD.
Message-ID: <CAPXojw8QH82PrbP43uC48UhU4UZnR0nEebnuOLEeT_iEg=4z-Q@mail.gmail.com>
Just in case anyone is in the area this Saturday. Hey, a librarian can dream.
Thanks!
Mary
****
Authors of Liberty: The Valiant Military Service of Maryland?s Black
Men and Women
9/23/2017
11:00 AM
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD

Description: Maryland?s black community, both men and women, have a
history of serving the military needs of their nation and its
constituent states that extends back at least 275 years. Serving both
in war and in peace, on the frontline and on the homefront, with
heroism as well as stoicism, members of Maryland?s black community
have served to protect the freedoms and rights offered to others that
were often not offered to them. This talk examines examples of
courage, fortitude, and sacrifice, exhibited by Maryland?s black men
and women as they helped write a history that changed America forever.
Co-sponsored by Frederick's AARCH: African American Resources Cultural
and Heritage and featuring a display from AARCH.
Glenn T. Johnston, Ph.D. is Chair, Humanities & Public History
Department, Stevenson University. He is very active in the Maryland
Military Historical Society. He served for five years in the US Army.
This program is part of World War I and America, a two-year national
initiative of The Library of America presented in partnership with The
Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History, the National World War I
Museum and Memorial, and other organizations, with generous support
from The National Endowment for the Humanities.
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: AARCH event 9.17.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 639822 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
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From mkmannix at gmail.com Wed Sep 20 11:30:59 2017
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed, 20 Sep 2017 11:30:59 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for someone who works on Long Island
Message-ID: <CAPXojw__sSsQ6=JrJP+LUY8X7RtFzc3Tjk4Nv_91vRNVDpry9w@mail.gmail.com>
Hello All!
Anybody out there who works on Long Island and who wouldn't mind
talking to me for a few minutes. Relates to a modern (post-1980)
query.
Thanks!!
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix

Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Wed Sep 20 16:37:13 2017
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Wed, 20 Sep 2017 16:37:13 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] PT Project Archivist, Fairfax County Public Library
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu9nO7DL2gVRtGCwj0e-YE2iBL12FXuFwvfcJTdvrUAdBg@mail.gmail.com>
The Virginia Room, Fairfax County (VA) Public Library, is soliciting
applications for a temporary, part-time, grant-funded Project Archivist.
This is a paid position. Details, including responsibilities,
qualifications and how to apply, can be found at
https://archivesgig.wordpress.com/2017/09/19/fairfax-va-pt-project-archivistfairfax-co-public-library/
Please share widely.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170920/
c6463894/attachment.html>
From kohlerbj at bellsouth.net Fri Sep 22 09:37:27 2017
From: kohlerbj at bellsouth.net (Bonnie Kohler)
Date: Fri, 22 Sep 2017 09:37:27 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Most unusual sources
In-Reply-To:
<DM5PR09MB18179B789B102827F3272F03AC630@DM5PR09MB1817.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM5PR09MB18179B789B102827F3272F03AC630@DM5PR09MB1817.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <000001d333a7$ef588ff0$ce09afd0$@bellsouth.net>
Hi Nancy.
This won't make your top ten, but I will offer it.
In 2003, I was researching single Margaret Bloomfield (1888-1965), who I
suspected moved from Troy, New York, to Pomona, California. Margaret's
mother and sister were in Pomona.
When I couldn't find Margaret on a census (I don't think Pomona was indexed
at the time), I googled her name. I found "Miss Margaret Bloomfield of
Spadra" on a list of attendees at a 1937 Hitt family reunion. The reunion
was held in San Dimas - not far from Pomona.
I began researching people listed near Margaret's name. I discovered
Margaret was close with Maude Hitt, listed just above Margaret. Through
researching Maude's family, I was able to trace Margaret in Pomona.
Best regards,
Bonnie

Bonnie Dunphy Kohler
Family History Researcher
Member, Association of Professional Genealogists
Wellington, Florida

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 6:44 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Most unusual sources

Good day, Genealibbers:

I'm planning a talk on unusual sources of genealogical information, and I'd
like to incorporate personal experiences to get my listeners to really think
outside of the genealogical box. For example, one speaker I heard many years
ago talked about finding birth dates for parents and children carved into
the underside of a large wooden table. If anyone would like to allow me to
use their story, please e-mail me privately. I promise you'll remain
anonymous.

Thanks!

Nancy

GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK
Nancy Maxwell
Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way|Grapevine, TX 76051
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084 | E: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
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From kohlerbj at bellsouth.net Fri Sep 22 09:46:26 2017
From: kohlerbj at bellsouth.net (Bonnie Kohler)
Date: Fri, 22 Sep 2017 09:46:26 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Most unusual sources
Message-ID: <000c01d333a9$30691900$913b4b00$@bellsouth.net>
I apologize for not sending my recent post directly to Nancy.
Bonnie
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170922/
dad76c60/attachment.html>
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Fri Sep 22 15:58:33 2017
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Fri, 22 Sep 2017 19:58:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Most unusual sources
In-Reply-To: <000001d333a7$ef588ff0$ce09afd0$@bellsouth.net>
References:
<DM5PR09MB18179B789B102827F3272F03AC630@DM5PR09MB1817.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<000001d333a7$ef588ff0$ce09afd0$@bellsouth.net>
Message-ID:
<DM5PR09MB181774ABAA806B79A87B1AF4AC670@DM5PR09MB1817.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Bonnie, thanks for your story. It?s especially interesting to me because at one
time I worked in Pomona!
Nancy
[GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]
Maxwell
Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way|Grapevine, TX 76051
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084 | E: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Bonnie Kohler

Nancy

Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 8:37 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Most unusual sources
Hi Nancy.
This won?t make your top ten, but I will offer it.
In 2003, I was researching single Margaret Bloomfield (1888-1965), who I suspected
moved from Troy, New York, to Pomona, California. Margaret?s mother and sister were
in Pomona.
When I couldn?t find Margaret on a census (I don?t think Pomona was indexed at the
time), I googled her name. I found ?Miss Margaret Bloomfield of Spadra? on a list
of attendees at a 1937 Hitt family reunion. The reunion was held in San Dimas ? not
far from Pomona.
I began researching people listed near Margaret?s name. I discovered Margaret was
close with Maude Hitt, listed just above Margaret. Through researching Maude?s
family, I was able to trace Margaret in Pomona.
Best regards,
Bonnie
Bonnie Dunphy Kohler
Family History Researcher
Member, Association of Professional Genealogists
Wellington, Florida
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2017 6:44 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Most unusual sources
Good day, Genealibbers:
I?m planning a talk on unusual sources of genealogical information, and I?d like to
incorporate personal experiences to get my listeners to really think outside of the
genealogical box. For example, one speaker I heard many years ago talked about
finding birth dates for parents and children carved into the underside of a large
wooden table. If anyone would like to allow me to use their story, please e-mail me
privately. I promise you?ll remain anonymous.
Thanks!
Nancy
[GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]
Maxwell
Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way|Grapevine, TX 76051
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084 | E: nmaxwell at
grapevinetexas.gov<mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>

Nancy

*** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links and/or
opening attachments ***
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From charityr at infodepot.org Fri Sep 22 17:29:18 2017
From: charityr at infodepot.org (Charity Rouse)
Date: Fri, 22 Sep 2017 21:29:18 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Local History/Archive positions open - please share
In-Reply-To: <A54B154FF7B8BA41A9403853301244A01F83EEEE@EX01.infodepot.org>
References: <A54B154FF7B8BA41A9403853301244A01F83DEAD@EX01.infodepot.org>
<A54B154FF7B8BA41A9403853301244A01F83EEEE@EX01.infodepot.org>
Message-ID: <A54B154FF7B8BA41A9403853301244A01F83EEF6@EX01.infodepot.org>
Please share this announcement with anyone who might
have two open positions in the area of Local History
County Public Libraries. The earliest start date for
of applications will begin in early October. Please
the link below.

be interested. We currently
and Archives at Spartanburg
both is November 1 and review
see the full job postings at

The Local History Assistant is a 20-hour a week position working afternoons, Friday
evenings, and one weekend in a four week rotation. Local History and Genealogy
experience/interest is helpful and should be indicated in a cover letter to go with
the official application document (resume is an optional addition).
The Processing Archivist is a full-time Librarian grade position. Hours will be
daytime (exact schedule TBD but typically 8:00-5:00 or 8:30-5:30). A cover letter
and resume are strongly recommended in addition to the required SCPL application.
Ideal start date will be November 1 but the position will be open until filled
(start date is always the first of the month).
http://www.spartanburglibraries.org/About-Us/Jobs
We are located in the beautiful upstate of South Carolina near Greenville, SC;
about an hour southwest of Charlotte, NC and an hour south of Asheville, NC at the
intersection of I-26 and I-85.
Please let me know if you have questions about either position.

Charity
Charity Rouse, MLS
Director of Local History
Spartanburg County Public Libraries
Kennedy Room, Headquarters Library
151 S. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC 29306
(864)596-3500 ext.1234
charityr at infodepot.org<mailto:charityr at infodepot.org>
www.spartanburglibraries.org<https://ex01.infodepot.org/owa/redir.aspx?C=3MjNHXegUStCmhty3W8CDyXSof2UtEIQfkEhx_fGSgmoH9htngzc0jcn8Zpagnlb2cVq8QLOAQ.&URL=http%3a
%2f%2fwww.infodepot.org>
Any opinions expressed are those of the individual and may not reflect the opinions
or policies of the Spartanburg County Public Libraries.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From lholden at andersonlibrary.org Mon Sep 25 14:43:55 2017
From: lholden at andersonlibrary.org (Laura Holden)
Date: Mon, 25 Sep 2017 14:43:55 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Boyd Publishing
In-Reply-To: <59BD4895.9020803@rhus.com>
References: <59BD4895.9020803@rhus.com>
Message-ID: <004301d3362e$3dcb8560$b9629020$@andersonlibrary.org>
I have used the company a few times in the past. I believe we purchased materials
from the catalog and sent an order form by fax. I did not have any problems with
purchase process.

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

Website: <http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/>
http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/
Facebook: <https://www.facebook.com/Andersonlibrarysc.scroom/>
https://www.facebook.com/Andersonlibrarysc.scroom/

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Anne Gometz
Sent: Saturday, September 16, 2017 11:52 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Boyd Publishing

Is anyone familiar with this company? There is only a minimal web page.
Boyd Publishing Co, Milledgeville, Ga. http://www.boydpublishing.net/4.html
Thanks.
Anne Gometz
Gastonia, NC

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170925/3743dedc/
attachment.html>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Mon Sep 25 18:47:12 2017
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Mon, 25 Sep 2017 18:47:12 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade--VA and WV
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu96ce3cTxs6_HLn9z8ZbejpZvCieZ_dhRGsOAs+Nqefjw@mail.gmail.com>
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to trade.
Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov . Be sure to include your mailing
address in your email so that we can make your mailing label. There's an
Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope everyone will be able
to open it. Apologies for sending attachments, but the county won't allow
us to use file sharing services.
If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030
Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will include a ?packing list? of your requests in your shipment with a

check mark indicating that the book is included in the shipment, or an N/A
meaning that the item is Not Available because someone else?s request was
received before yours.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170925/726d4944/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2017 SEP VA BKS 2 TRADE.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 17867 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170925/726d4944/
attachment-0001.xlsx>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2017 SEP VA BKS 2 TRADE.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 66116 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170925/726d4944/
attachment-0001.pdf>
From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Wed Sep 27 15:26:53 2017
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Wed, 27 Sep 2017 19:26:53 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Book scanners
Message-ID: <c61be63de9964dc1aa5aa37fd38689be@marion.lib.in.us>
I am looking for information on overhead scanners that will do ledger books. Is
anyone currently using one they would recommend? One they would not recommend?
Thanks!
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library<http://www.marion.lib.in.us/>
600 S Washington Street
Marion, IN 46953
Visit us on Facebook<https://www.facebook.com/marionpubliclibrary/>
[11870839_10153113483941169_1628112506839491473_n]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170927/
c1b00bde/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...

Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 6612 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170927/
c1b00bde/attachment.jpg>
From kimgenhist08 at gmail.com Thu Sep 28 13:04:38 2017
From: kimgenhist08 at gmail.com (Kim S. Harrison)
Date: Thu, 28 Sep 2017 10:04:38 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Continuing Education
Message-ID: <CAAV9_qKges__569sJMETeLMi9-ZkNUijdzaYC=Czkz1r_7B6xw@mail.gmail.com>
Good morning:
I just wanted to put a plug in for the Salt Lake Institute of Genealogy for
consideration. They hold week long classes on various
genealogical/historical subjects. This is great hands on for librarian's
to develop or understand a particular genealogical/historical records.
These classes are all taught by people at the top of their game in the
field of interest.
The top reasons to consider to send staff:
- Expand knowledge that can be used back at the library with staff and
patrons
- Networking
- Exploring new ideas, visiting Family History Library, etc.
I have posted this up coming year's courses.
available room and others on a waiting list.

Some classes still have

[image: Inline image 1]
If you have questions the contact is SLIG.ugagenealogy.org or you can dash
me a note at kimgenhist08 at gmail.com.
Respectfully,
Kim S. Harrison
Walking to the Past
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170928/
f9614c15/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image.png
Type: image/png
Size: 2125017 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170928/
f9614c15/attachment-0001.png>
From dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us Thu Sep 28 13:47:33 2017
From: dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us (Daniel Sample)
Date: Thu, 28 Sep 2017 17:47:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] New York City death certificates
Message-ID: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF12718F6B@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>

I have a patron trying to track down a death certificate for someone who died in
Brooklyn in 1958. A woman with the same name and believed death date is listed in
the NY Death Index. The patron is not a relative and is unable to order it. Is
there any way to get access to some of the information it might have such as burial
location/cemetery name or anything that could support that this is the correct
individual?
Thank you,
Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries
1001 Golfview
Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646
dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us<mailto:dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170928/7834c82a/
attachment.html>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Thu Sep 28 14:00:01 2017
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Thu, 28 Sep 2017 14:00:01 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] New York City death certificates
In-Reply-To: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF12718F6B@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
References: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF12718F6B@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu9yjJxDRhu8CH1dXbe8by40pNU93=isnJ_xQ_FOKen0UA@mail.gmail.com>
Order microfilm of the newspaper and look for an obituary. Verify with the
SSDI that all those facts match the expected person. There may be other
Brooklyn-specific ideas, too.

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
On Thu, Sep 28, 2017 at 1:47 PM, Daniel Sample <dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have a patron trying to track down a death certificate for someone who
died in Brooklyn in 1958. A woman with the same name and believed death
date is listed in the NY Death Index. The patron is not a relative and is
unable to order it. Is there any way to get access to some of the
information it might have such as burial location/cemetery name or anything
that could support that this is the correct individual?

Thank you,

Daniel Sample

>
> Genealogy & Local History Department
>
> Fort Bend County Libraries
>
> 1001 Golfview
>
> Richmond, Texas 77469
>
> 281-341-2646 <(281)%20341-2646>
>
> dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170928/
a96eae83/attachment.html>
From dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us Thu Sep 28 14:17:14 2017
From: dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us (Daniel Sample)
Date: Thu, 28 Sep 2017 18:17:14 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] New York City death certificates
In-Reply-To: <CAA5Zxu9yjJxDRhu8CH1dXbe8by40pNU93=isnJ_xQ_FOKen0UA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF12718F6B@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
<CAA5Zxu9yjJxDRhu8CH1dXbe8by40pNU93=isnJ_xQ_FOKen0UA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF12718F89@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
Thanks for the reply Elaine. I should have added that the papers for the area have
been searched and no obituary or death notice was found.
Daniel
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine McRey
Sent: Thursday, September 28, 2017 1:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New York City death certificates
Order microfilm of the newspaper and look for an obituary. Verify with the SSDI
that all those facts match the expected person. There may be other Brooklynspecific ideas, too.

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
On Thu, Sep 28, 2017 at 1:47 PM, Daniel Sample <dsample at
fortbend.lib.tx.us<mailto:dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>> wrote:
I have a patron trying to track down a death certificate for someone who died in
Brooklyn in 1958. A woman with the same name and believed death date is listed in

the NY Death Index. The patron is not a relative and is unable to order it. Is
there any way to get access to some of the information it might have such as burial
location/cemetery name or anything that could support that this is the correct
individual?
Thank you,
Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries
1001 Golfview
Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646<tel:(281)%20341-2646>
dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us<mailto:dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170928/5f710ade/
attachment.html>
From syockey at ngsgenealogy.org Thu Sep 28 14:22:29 2017
From: syockey at ngsgenealogy.org (Susan Yockey)
Date: Thu, 28 Sep 2017 14:22:29 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] New York City death certificates
In-Reply-To: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF12718F89@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
References: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF12718F6B@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
<CAA5Zxu9yjJxDRhu8CH1dXbe8by40pNU93=isnJ_xQ_FOKen0UA@mail.gmail.com>
<C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF12718F89@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
Message-ID: <CA+vzdT_F+=bwaKeL5Nmqn8+fcoxa5MK0sUCJsQzq9=iMbSnpvA@mail.gmail.com>
Daniel,
Have city directories been searched as well? If the name isn't too common
then this might be helpful. Sometimes they will note if someone is
deceased depending on the time period. This might reveal a neighborhood
where the person lived in Brooklyn and possible church/temple and cemetery
to search for additional information on them.
Susan
-Susan Yockey
National Genealogical Society
Course Administrator
3108 Columbia Pike, Suite 300
Arlington, VA 22204
*www.ngsgenealogy.org <http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/>*
On Thu, Sep 28, 2017 at 2:17 PM, Daniel Sample <dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
wrote:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thanks for the reply Elaine. I should have added that the papers for the
area have been searched and no obituary or death notice was found.

Daniel

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Elaine McRey
*Sent:* Thursday, September 28, 2017 1:00 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] New York City death certificates

Order microfilm of the newspaper and look for an obituary. Verify with
the SSDI that all those facts match the expected person. There may be
other Brooklyn-specific ideas, too.

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library

On Thu, Sep 28, 2017 at 1:47 PM, Daniel Sample <dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
wrote:
I have a patron trying to track down a death certificate for someone who
died in Brooklyn in 1958. A woman with the same name and believed death
date is listed in the NY Death Index. The patron is not a relative and is
unable to order it. Is there any way to get access to some of the
information it might have such as burial location/cemetery name or anything
that could support that this is the correct individual?

Thank you,

Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries
1001 Golfview
Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646 <(281)%20341-2646>

>
> dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170928/1c2cc524/
attachment.html>
From shewlett at verizon.net Thu Sep 28 14:58:22 2017
From: shewlett at verizon.net (Sandra M. Hewlett CG)
Date: Thu, 28 Sep 2017 14:58:22 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] New York City death certificates
Message-ID: <D5F2B9E3.42CC8%shewlett@verizon.net>
Daniel,
An obituary or death notice might yield at least the cemetery name. I
checked Newspapers.com and GenealogyBank.com, but did not find a Brooklyn
newspaper that had been digitized for 1958.
However, The New York State Library has four newspapers that could be
checked since you have the death date. The APG member list should have a
genealogist in the Albany area who could look at a newspaper for you.
Kings County NY Newspapers and Obituaries
copied from: <www.ldsgenealogy.com>
* Brooklyn Daily Bulletin 1955-1996
*
Brooklyn Daily 1933-1963
*
Brooklyn Eagle 1938-1963
*
Brooklyn Record 1938-1997
Both the Brooklyn Public Library and the New York Public Library may have
newspapers for 1958.
Good luck!
Sandi Hewlett, CG
Phoenixville, PA
shewlett at verizon.net
On 9/28/17, 1:47 PM, "Daniel Sample" <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

on behalf of dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us> wrote to me:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have a patron trying to track down a death certificate for someone who died
in Brooklyn in 1958. A woman with the same name and believed death date is
listed in the NY Death Index. The patron is not a relative and is unable to
order it. Is there any way to get access to some of the information it might
have such as burial location/cemetery name or anything that could support that
this is the correct individual?
Thank you,
Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries
1001 Golfview
Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646
dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us
_______________________________________________ genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170928/58fafe9e/
attachment.html>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Sep 28 15:16:05 2017
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Thu, 28 Sep 2017 19:16:05 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] New York City death certificates
In-Reply-To: <D5F2B9E3.42CC8%shewlett@verizon.net>
References: <D5F2B9E3.42CC8%shewlett@verizon.net>
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD110132D3D30D@SP9OEXCH2.pwc.ad>
Find a Grave shows thousands of people buried in Brooklyn in 1958. If you check it
or one of the associated indexes (Ancestry.com or FamilySearch.org) for [Name] died
1958, Brooklyn, NY, it will show you probably only a few matches (unless it's
something like "Mary Brown"). After finding what cemetery each is in, search for
the surname in that cemetery to see if you recognize names associated with the
person you want, may show you they are buried near each other. Occasionally
volunteers with Find a Grave attach obituaries to the burial record.
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at

mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sandra M. Hewlett CG
Sent: Thursday, September 28, 2017 2:58 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New York City death certificates
Daniel,
An obituary or death notice might yield at least the cemetery name. I checked
Newspapers.com and GenealogyBank.com, but did not find a Brooklyn newspaper that
had been digitized for 1958.
However, The New York State Library has four newspapers that could be checked since
you have the death date. The APG member list should have a genealogist in the
Albany area who could look at a newspaper for you.
Kings County NY Newspapers and Obituaries
copied from: <www.ldsgenealogy.com<http://www.ldsgenealogy.com>>
*
*
*
*

Brooklyn Daily Bulletin 1955-1996
Brooklyn Daily 1933-1963
Brooklyn Eagle 1938-1963
Brooklyn Record 1938-1997

Both the Brooklyn Public Library and the New York Public Library may have
newspapers for 1958.
Good luck!
Sandi Hewlett, CG
Phoenixville, PA
shewlett at verizon.net<mailto:shewlett at verizon.net>
On 9/28/17, 1:47 PM, "Daniel Sample" <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf
of dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us<mailto:dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>> wrote to
me:
I have a patron trying to track down a death certificate for someone who died in
Brooklyn in 1958. A woman with the same name and believed death date is listed in
the NY Death Index. The patron is not a relative and is unable to order it. Is
there any way to get access to some of the information it might have such as burial
location/cemetery name or anything that could support that this is the correct
individual?
Thank you,
Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries
1001 Golfview
Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646
dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us<mailto:dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
_______________________________________________ genealib mailing list genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170928/7f6f0d6d/
attachment.html>
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Thu Sep 28 15:22:42 2017
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Thu, 28 Sep 2017 19:22:42 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] New York City death certificates
In-Reply-To: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF12718F6B@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
References: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF12718F6B@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
Message-ID:
<DM5PR09MB181714A4FDA0CE710AD0E7D0AC790@DM5PR09MB1817.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Daniel:
The site fultonhistory.com has digitized searchable Brooklyn newspapers that cover
your time period:
Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Brooklyn

NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY

Weekly People 1901-1973
Heights 1951-1971
Daily 1956-1962
Greenpoint Daily Star 1898-1968
Recorder 1956-1987
New York & Brooklyn Daily 1962-1970

Good luck!
Nancy
[GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]
Maxwell
Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way|Grapevine, TX 76051
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084 | E: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

Nancy

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Daniel Sample
Sent: Thursday, September 28, 2017 12:48 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] New York City death certificates
I have a patron trying to track down a death certificate for someone who died in
Brooklyn in 1958. A woman with the same name and believed death date is listed in
the NY Death Index. The patron is not a relative and is unable to order it. Is
there any way to get access to some of the information it might have such as burial
location/cemetery name or anything that could support that this is the correct
individual?
Thank you,
Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries
1001 Golfview

Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646
dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us<mailto:dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
*** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links and/or
opening attachments ***
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170928/394be228/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 49661 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170928/394be228/
attachment-0002.jpg>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image003.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 5982 bytes
Desc: image003.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170928/394be228/
attachment-0003.jpg>
From kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov Thu Sep 28 15:43:12 2017
From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Thu, 28 Sep 2017 19:43:12 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] definition of "dry fat"
Message-ID:
<BN6PR09MB1249B3753514C148761B4166C0790@BN6PR09MB1249.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Had a library patron tell me she was reading about Virginia in the late 1600's and
early 1700's. In the book she was reading they talk about storing their guns in dry
fat. I tried Googling it but it didn't really give me a definition. I know now that
it is used in feed supplements for livestock but how did they make it 400 years
ago?
Kathleen Poznick
Genealogy/Children's Services
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov<mailto:kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170928/44df53fc/
attachment.html>
From kellenbergerroom at gmail.com Thu Sep 28 16:31:28 2017
From: kellenbergerroom at gmail.com (Kellenberger Room)
Date: Thu, 28 Sep 2017 16:31:28 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] definition of "dry fat"
In-Reply-To:
<BN6PR09MB1249B3753514C148761B4166C0790@BN6PR09MB1249.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BN6PR09MB1249B3753514C148761B4166C0790@BN6PR09MB1249.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <003301d33898$c6f02e10$54d08a30$@gmail.com>
The Oxford English Dictionary defines "dry fat or dry-fat" as "A large
vessel (cask, barrel, tub, case, box, etc.) used to hold dry things (as
opposed to liquids)." Also drievat.

Victor

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathleen
Poznick
Sent: Thursday, September 28, 2017 3:43 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] definition of "dry fat"

Had a library patron tell me she was reading about Virginia in the late
1600's and early 1700's. In the book she was reading they talk about storing
their guns in dry fat. I tried Googling it but it didn't really give me a
definition. I know now that it is used in feed supplements for livestock but
how did they make it 400 years ago?

Kathleen Poznick
Genealogy/Children's Services
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov
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From reservationfor5 at gmail.com Fri Sep 29 17:02:11 2017
From: reservationfor5 at gmail.com (Nicole Wedemeyer Miller)
Date: Fri, 29 Sep 2017 16:02:11 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free Online Tutorial
Message-ID: <CADjOuyBCU1=hYLfizS8rP2rjoBACp5dhzVnbW4uLQD4nWJP9YQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hello Colleagues,

Last week I told you about a webinar I was presenting on serving
genealogists. Well, that recorded webinar has been turned into an online
tutorial, which can be used for training staff. It's called "Thinking
Outside the Collection Box: How to Serve Genealogists Now." It has ideas
particularly useful for those in small institutions that do not have a
dedicated genealogy/local history collection.
The tutorial, the slides, and a handout can be accessed by anyone for free,
and here is the link:
http://files.usgwarchives.net/la/orleans/obits/1/w-17.txt
If you end up using this successfully for training, I'd like to hear about
it!
Thanks for your attention,
Nicole Wedemeyer Miller,
School of Information Sciences, University of Illinois
-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of Libraries Unlimited's
bestselling *Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians,
Archivists, and Volunteers.*
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From EHayes at lclsonline.org Fri Sep 29 17:09:11 2017
From: EHayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Fri, 29 Sep 2017 21:09:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Free Online Tutorial
In-Reply-To: <CADjOuyBCU1=hYLfizS8rP2rjoBACp5dhzVnbW4uLQD4nWJP9YQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADjOuyBCU1=hYLfizS8rP2rjoBACp5dhzVnbW4uLQD4nWJP9YQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <F50885AD31B07F42BC09401EECA4C10C62550ECF@LCLExch2010.lcls.local>
Nicole,
This link got me to a text document but no online tutorial or slides. Did I do
something wrong?
Elaine Jones Hayes
Assistant Manager Reference Services / Special Collections Librarian
Laramie County Library System
2200 Pioneer Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes at lclsonline.org
307-773-7232

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nicole Wedemeyer Miller
Sent: Friday, September 29, 2017 3:02 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Free Online Tutorial

Hello Colleagues,
Last week I told you about a webinar I was presenting on serving genealogists.
Well, that recorded webinar has been turned into an online tutorial, which can be
used for training staff. It's called "Thinking Outside the Collection Box: How to
Serve Genealogists Now." It has ideas particularly useful for those in small
institutions that do not have a dedicated genealogy/local history collection.
The tutorial, the slides, and a handout can be accessed by anyone for free, and
here is the link:
http://files.usgwarchives.net/la/orleans/obits/1/w-17.txt
If you end up using this successfully for training, I'd like to hear about it!
Thanks for your attention,
Nicole Wedemeyer Miller,
School of Information Sciences, University of Illinois
-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of Libraries Unlimited's bestselling
Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and
Volunteers.
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From EHayes at lclsonline.org Fri Sep 29 17:10:53 2017
From: EHayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Fri, 29 Sep 2017 21:10:53 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Free Online Tutorial
In-Reply-To: <F50885AD31B07F42BC09401EECA4C10C62550ECF@LCLExch2010.lcls.local>
References: <CADjOuyBCU1=hYLfizS8rP2rjoBACp5dhzVnbW4uLQD4nWJP9YQ@mail.gmail.com>
<F50885AD31B07F42BC09401EECA4C10C62550ECF@LCLExch2010.lcls.local>
Message-ID: <F50885AD31B07F42BC09401EECA4C10C62550F4C@LCLExch2010.lcls.local>
I found it here: https://my.nicheacademy.com/infopeople/course/3151
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine Hayes
Sent: Friday, September 29, 2017 3:09 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Free Online Tutorial
Nicole,
This link got me to a text document but no online tutorial or slides. Did I do
something wrong?
Elaine Jones Hayes
Assistant Manager Reference Services / Special Collections Librarian
Laramie County Library System
2200 Pioneer Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001

ehayes at lclsonline.org<mailto:ehayes at lclsonline.org>
307-773-7232

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Nicole Wedemeyer Miller
Sent: Friday, September 29, 2017 3:02 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] Free Online Tutorial
Hello Colleagues,
Last week I told you about a webinar I was presenting on serving genealogists.
Well, that recorded webinar has been turned into an online tutorial, which can be
used for training staff. It's called "Thinking Outside the Collection Box: How to
Serve Genealogists Now." It has ideas particularly useful for those in small
institutions that do not have a dedicated genealogy/local history collection.
The tutorial, the slides, and a handout can be accessed by anyone for free, and
here is the link:
http://files.usgwarchives.net/la/orleans/obits/1/w-17.txt
If you end up using this successfully for training, I'd like to hear about it!
Thanks for your attention,
Nicole Wedemeyer Miller,
School of Information Sciences, University of Illinois
-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of Libraries Unlimited's bestselling
Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and
Volunteers.
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From jtpenny87 at gmail.com Fri Sep 29 19:20:00 2017
From: jtpenny87 at gmail.com (Teresa Penny)
Date: Fri, 29 Sep 2017 23:20:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] New York City death certificates
In-Reply-To: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF12718F6B@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
References: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF12718F6B@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
Message-ID: <CAB3bRZTdis8WTjsf=LjkMKUb7c5CiPPgS0etgNpF4M77yV+6WQ@mail.gmail.com>
If the death occurred over 25 years ago they should be able to get it. I've
gotten several death certificates for research purposes and I was not
related. Of course that may be just in Texas.
On Thu, Sep 28, 2017 at 12:46 PM Daniel Sample <dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
wrote:

> I have a patron trying to track down a death certificate for someone who
> died in Brooklyn in 1958. A woman with the same name and believed death
> date is listed in the NY Death Index. The patron is not a relative and is
> unable to order it. Is there any way to get access to some of the
> information it might have such as burial location/cemetery name or anything
> that could support that this is the correct individual?
>
>
>
> Thank you,
>
>
>
> Daniel Sample
>
> Genealogy & Local History Department
>
> Fort Bend County Libraries
>
> 1001 Golfview
>
> Richmond, Texas 77469
>
> 281-341-2646
>
> dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From genbook at gmail.com Fri Sep 29 19:35:21 2017
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 29 Sep 2017 19:35:21 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] New York City death certificates
In-Reply-To: <CAB3bRZTdis8WTjsf=LjkMKUb7c5CiPPgS0etgNpF4M77yV+6WQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF12718F6B@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
<CAB3bRZTdis8WTjsf=LjkMKUb7c5CiPPgS0etgNpF4M77yV+6WQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhXAXra26Fj0uS0YOiMx0V+EZ4sDEwykCNf9tpUfV-UXKw@mail.gmail.com>
The state index is not the NYC and boroughs index. A 1958 death SHOULD be
order-able from the sate. The NY city office might have a different take,
but if it is listed in the state index, then the state should be able to
supply it.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America Community Representative
President, Rochester Genealogical Society 2017On Fri, Sep 29, 2017 at 7:20 PM, Teresa Penny <jtpenny87 at gmail.com> wrote:

> If the death occurred over 25 years ago they should be able to get it.
> I've gotten several death certificates for research purposes and I was not
> related. Of course that may be just in Texas.
>
>
> On Thu, Sep 28, 2017 at 12:46 PM Daniel Sample <dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
> wrote:
>
>> I have a patron trying to track down a death certificate for someone who
>> died in Brooklyn in 1958. A woman with the same name and believed death
>> date is listed in the NY Death Index. The patron is not a relative and is
>> unable to order it. Is there any way to get access to some of the
>> information it might have such as burial location/cemetery name or anything
>> that could support that this is the correct individual?
>>
>>
>>
>> Thank you,
>>
>>
>>
>> Daniel Sample
>>
>> Genealogy & Local History Department
>>
>> Fort Bend County Libraries
>>
>> 1001 Golfview
>>
>> Richmond, Texas 77469
>>
>> 281-341-2646 <(281)%20341-2646>
>>
>> dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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